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ABSTRACT 

Those lactam Introduce the beam dynamics of ekrtron-poshron .-orage 
tinge with particular emphasis oa the effects due to synchrotron radiation. They 
differ from moat other Introddctknw io their systematic two of (be phyatcal prin-
cipice and mathematkaJ techniques of the »on^«itfbruini statistical mechanics 
of fluctuating dyaamkal systems, A self-contained exposition of the necessary 
topic* from thia field Is Included. 

Throughout the development, a Hamiitonian description of the effete of the 
externally applied fields la maintained is order to preserve the links with other 
lectures on bean dynamics and to show clearly the extent to -which electron 
dynamics is non-Hamiltonian. 

Tht at&tistlcsi mtthanltal framework is extended to a discussion of the con
ceptual foundations of the treatment of collective effects through the Vlosov 
equation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The physics of particle accelerators la a microcosm of the whole of physics. 
An adequate understanding of the construction and control of particle accete-
mton and the behavwar of their beams requires the application of the deepest 
knowledge of many of the eetabliefeed branches of physics and technology along
side the more topical. 

Even ir we look only at the area of theoretical beam dynamics, we can find 
considerable scope for the application of many of the traditional subdivisions 
of theoretical phyww. For example, the somewhat dusty subject of classical 
analytical dynamics h u found a new lease or life in the challenging problsms of 
single particle dynamic* in synchrotrons and storage rings. So also with classical 
electromagnetism and optica. The first step In the synthesis of a description of 
macroscopic matter from the behaviour of Its microscopic constituents is the 
realm of statistical mechanic* and we can expect this, too. to play an Important 
role in accelerator theory. 

However the number of particles In a typical accelerated beam (10 u or so), 
although large, Is still many orders of magnitude less than in a macroscopic 
sample of bulk matter ( 1 0 n or so); this leads us to expect some differences in 
the statistical description. At Erst sight it Is not at all clear whether the concept 
of thermodynamic equilibrium has any relevance; If It does, then it surely only 
applies in the rest frame of the beam; If it does not, then we are on the leas 
familiar ground of non-equiiibrium statistical mechanics where we have fewer 
general principles and mathematical tools to guide us. 

In fact an ultra-relativistic electron beam U a system very far from tme 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Electrons continually receive energy from accel
erating cavities and promptly lose It again by the phenomenon of synchrotron 
radiation. Since thia energy loss has a random component due to the quantised 
nature of the radiation, the net effect Is that of a random externa) force prevent
ing the beam from attaining equilibrium. Each particle in the beam acts rather 
like a channel, absorbing ordered energy from the power source and releasing it 
again In small random bursts. It turns out that, when one averages over many 
(independent) particles, they are found to be distributed tn a stationary non-
equilibrium state which nevertheless resembles a genuine equilibrium in some of 
Its particulars. 

In proton beams synchrotron radiation effects are not noticeable up to en
ergies of several TeV, However several other Kinds of statistical phenomena are 
Important. Fluctuations fr«n thermodynamic equiUbriaro arise, because of the 
finite number of particles and these can be detected macroseopiceily (more eas
ily in the case of coasting beams) aa the famous Schottky nofesv This discovery 
fed to the technique of stochastic otohng whkh has allowed nil three of the 
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world's high energy hadron colliders to collide beams of protons and antlpro-
tona with adequate Intensity for high-energy physics experiments. Noise in the 
radio-frequency (HF) system can also introduce a degree of randomness in the 
equations of motion which may counteract the beneficial effects of stochastic 
cooling. A similar emittance blow-up arises due to scattering among the parti
cles in the bunch. This is known as ultra-beam scattering and may be important 
in lower energy electron machines. 

The mathematical description of statistical phenomena in hadron beams 
does have some elements in common with electron ring theory. Nevertheless 
these lectures will concentrate on statistical phenomena in electron storage rings 
because the phenomena arising in proton machines are sufficiently different in na
ture to warrant a separate theoretical description. The reader will find thorough 
reviews of these topics and guidance through the literature in another School 
of this Series and elsewhere ' ' but we paint out some analogies with and 
differences from the statistical mechanics of hadron beams where appropriate. 

I have tried to introduce the characteristic physics of e +e~ rings in parallel 
with a tutorial introduction to a selection of useful techniques from the theory 
of stochastic processes and the statistical mechanics of non-equilibrium systems. 
These topics are normally covered in quite different contexts with a view to 
different applications and I hope it will be found useful to introduce them in 
this way. Thus, while many of the physical results given may be obtained more 
quickly by simpler means, they will be seen in a broader context as preparation 
for more complicated problems. Along the way, we take the opportunity to cover 
much of the basic physics of electron lings. 

The plan of these lectures is as follows. 
A fi'-ored electron beam is a dissipatlve, fluctuating system far/rem equilib

rium. To describe such systems mathematically we first introduce a selection 
of concepts and techniques from non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. Among 
these are the appropriate generalizations of L'touvillc's Theorem, atochutie dif
ferential equations, distribution functions, Fokker-Pliock equations and some 
methods for solving them, stationary stafes'and the evolution of the expecta
tion values of dynamical variables. Our derivation of the Fokher-Planek equation 
is somewhat unconventional but is designed to point up Its physical content and 
permit later comparison with the derivation of the Vlasov equation. In an aside 
we briefly discuss the relationship between the Fokker-Ptanci equations we de
scribe and the one used in plasma physics. 

The principal source of randomness in electron dynamics is the quantum 
fluctuations of synchrotron radiation. The statistical properties of incoherent 
synchrotron radiation axe reviewed and adapted to the formalism of stochastic 
differential equations. From the study of the photon energy distribution func
tion, the Poisson distribution of the photon emission time and a generalized 
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VOTTOII or Campbell's Theorem, we construct a stochastic representation of the 
synchrotron radiation power. As an application, we discuss the problem of how 
photon emission con he simulated numerically. 

To describe the fluctuating radiation reaction forces, we add stochastic terms 
to Hamilton's equations of motion. The essentia ingredient for this Is the rep
resentation of the instc ntaneous Buctuating power. By examining the extent to 
which these equations violate Liouville's theorem, we are led to deduce a gener
al Used form of the famous Robinson theorem on the damping rates in an electron 
storage ring. This version of the theorem is local and includes th* quantum fluc
tuations; in cases where the total energy loss in one turn is small compared to 
the beam energy, the original Robinson theorem is recovered. 

We go on to follow how the radiation reaction forces develop in the trans
formation to the normai modes of particle motion about an equilibrium orbit. 
The idea of an equilibrium orbit in an electron ring is fundamentally statistical 
since no particle ever follows this orbit. Moreover the equilibrium momentum is 
not necessarily equal to the reference momentum (used o scale the field in the 
bending magnets) but we show how can be controlled by making small shifts in 
the RF frequency. 

Leaving out (temporarily) the fluctuations of the radiation power, we derive 
the radiation damping effects around the equilibrium orbit in each of the three 
degrees of freedom. This includes a detailed treatment of the physics of the 
damping aperture and dvnplng partition number variation by means of small 
changes In the equilibrium momentum. The famous sum rule for the damp
ing partition number* is derived and recognised as a concrete manifestation of 
Robinson's theorem. 

Putting back the quantum fluctuations of the radiation power, we ire led 
naturally to a unified description of radiation damping and quantum diffusion 
in single-particle phase-space by means of stochastic differential equations from 
which we can derive either Fokker-Planck equations or moment equations. The 
regime of linear damping and diffusion Is discussed in some detail with exam
ples drawn mostly from longitudinal phase-space dynamics. The Fokker-Planck 
equation is used to find the equilibrium distribution, including the nonlinearity 
of the RF bucket, and perform the calculation of quantum lifetime. The mo
ment equation technique ts used to completely solve a time-dependent problem 
describing the damping and diffusion which occur in the process of injection into 
longitudinal phase space. 

A subsidiary rim of our treatment has been to clarify the technical details 
of exactly how these statistical concepts are applied to accelerator problems. 
For example, the Fokker-Planck equation is often used in an cd hoe way, with 
coefficients fitted to reproduce familiar results in certain limits. Here it ts derived 
from "first principles" starting from a consideration of the radiation reaction 
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forces on the electron and ending up with the familiar formulae for the energy 
spread, emittance, rfc. 

To some extent, we follow the treatment first outlined in Rcfs. 6 and 8 al
though much more detail is given and the applications are somewhat different. 
Parts of th'jse lectures weie later used in a more condensed form in another 
summer HC!IOOI. Some alternative approaches to the mathematical side of the 
problem of electron motion may be found in Kefs. 11, 12 and 13 while the im
plications of the phenomena discussed here for the parameter choice and design 
of electron storage rings are discussed more extensively in, e.g., Rcfs. 14, 15,17, 
19, 20 and 21. 

In the final chapter, we derive the Vlasov equation from the same general 
standpoint as we already derived the Fokker-PIanck equation. The formalism of 
Klimontovteh allows us to clarify the physical relation between the Vluov equa
tion and Liouville's theorem (or •he equivalent BBGKY hierarchy of equations). 
This prepare? *he ground for the theory of collective phenomena. 

Prerequisite* for reading these lectures should be about the same as for the 
other beam dynamics lectures in this school. Beyond the basic knowledge of clas
sical Ilamillonian mechanics and electrodynamics which is assumed, the reader 
should be familiar with single-particle dynamics in storage rings, as covered 
in earlier lectures. ' ' Strictly speaking, no specific knowledge of radiation 
effects on electron motion is required but, to reinforce understanding of these 
effects, it is well worth reading Ref. 19. 

Certain Bubscclions, marked with a • , contain material which, although 
important, it is probably better to skim through or akip entirely on a first 
reading. They can be returned to later and their temporary omission shoutc* 
not prejudice the understanding of later sections. 

2. STATISTICAL MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES 
Thin chapter supplies a general framework in which we can set the specifically 

accelerator-related problems or the later chapters. It draws on ideas from non-
cquih'hrium statistical mechanics rather than the equilibrium theory which IB 
more familiar to most physicists. However those with an engineering background 
will recognise elements of noise theory, 

A paradigm Tor many dynamical systems occurring in physics and elsewhere 
is provided by equations of motion of the general form 

X(!) = K(X.0 + Q(X,1K(0. (2.1) 

where X(z) (Xi,.. -, A'/v) is a vector of coordinates completely character
ising the microscopic state of the system, e.j. in a near-rlamillonian system, 
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the canonical coordinates and momenta (91 9n.Pi pn), where N = 2n. 
For the moment we shall think of the "system" as one particle with a few degrees. 
of freedom, perhaps a single particle in a stored beam; there may well be many 
other particles like it but they are presumed not to interact with the particle 
under consideration. This assumption will be relaxed later in our discussion of 
the Vlasov equation. 

The first term K(X,f] in the equations of motion (2.1) represents the de
terministic forces acting on the particle; these may include both conservative 
and dissipative forces. The second term contains a unit noise source f(t) and 
represents the fluctuating forces due to some external source of randomness or 
noise. The function Q(X,t) allows for the possibility that the coupling to the 
noise source varies with the phase space coordinates X. We shall discuss all 
these ingredients in more detail beiow. 

2 . 1 DETERMINISTIC SYSTEMS 

In the absence of the fluctuating term, the titne-evolution of the system is 
completely determined (Assuming certain mathematical conditions are satisfied) 
by the set of coupled ordinary differential equations 

X{i) = K(X,l). (2-2) 

For the purposes of this discussion, the solution need not be stable with respect 
to small variations of '.tie initial conditions or external parameters; all that 
matters is that the equations are supposed to be determined. Thus we naively 
include the case of deterministic chaos. Let us denote the formal solution of 
these equations by X(t). Then an entirely equivalent description can be given 
in terma of the exact phase-space density for this solution, also Known as the 
Klimontovich distribution, ' 

Here X Li a Tree variable and X(() is the realisation of the solution of {2.1) at&rt-
ing from some initial conditions X(0). Clearly, the Klimontmich distribution 
is a function which is zero everywhere in phase space except at the point X(t) 
when* Li has a ^function singularity. This singularity moves according to (22). 
The continuity equation for f is a simple mathematical identity, following from 
(2.2) and (2.3), 

d,7(X,i) + V x • |X(f)7(X,f)] = ft7(X.O + V X • |K(X,:)7(X.*)I ( 3 4 ) 

and is known as the LiouvUle equation; the gradient operator Vx denotes tAe 
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vector or derivatives with respect to the components of X and the notation dt 
etand3 for the partial derivative with respect to t. 

2.1.1 HamiHonian systems snd Liouville's Theorem. 

Now is an appropriate moment to discuss the relationship of the Liouville 
equation to Liouville's Theorem—they are not the same thing. 

In the special case of a Hami/tonian system, the coordinate vector is the set 
of canonical variables 

X = (fli,... Iff n,pi,..-,pn) (2.S) 

and, as s consequence of Hamilton's equations, 

_. (dH dH dH dH\ n _ , „ a . 

the phase spac- flow is divergence-free: 

V x K = 0. (2.7) 

The gradient operator Vx = (d/dq,d/dp) in (2.4) may then be commuted to 
the right, past the X(t), giving Liouville'a theorem, 

W q , P , t ) +K(q,p, i) -Vx7(q ,p ,0 = 0, (2.8) 

that the phase space density Is conserved along the Bowlines determined by the 
equation of motion. In hydrodynamic terms, the flow is incompressible. This 
may be rewritten in terms of the Poiuon bracket operation 

3,7 = Iff,/|. (2.9) 

Note thai this equation has the opposite sign from the equation of motion of a 
dynamical variable A{q,p, (): 

A = dtA + \A,H\. (2.10) 

Whereas the evolution of 4 is generated by the Hamiltonian, the evolution of 
the function 7 must be such as to "undo" the effects of the time-evolution of the 
phase-space coordinates, X, in order to Batiafy LiouvHle'e theorem. We must 
keep in mind the distinction between (2.8) and the more general (2.4). The 
latter equation can describe disslpative systems which may not conserve phase 
space density along the flow. However the total phase space density 

fT{X,t)dNX=l (2.11) 

is conserved in any system {by construction of (2.3)}. 
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2.2 FLUCTUATING SYSTEMS 

In our attempts to describe real physical systems we find ourselves forced 
in many cases to include fluctuating terms in the equations of motion. This 
approach was pioneered by Einstein in his theory of Brownian motion and is 
now a well developed branch of the theory of Btothaatic processes, In many 
problems, the random forces arise in the following manner. 

We begin with a description of a microscopic system with many degrees of 
freedom in terms of the fundamental laws of physics, in the form of equations of 
motion. To get something more manageable, we try to achieve a reduction of this 
description to just a few important macroscopic variables. The random force* 
are an attempt to describe the effects of the neglected microscopic degrees of 
freedom. We shall see that the random forces acting on an electron In a storage 
ring are due to the neglect of the many degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic 
field which couple to the electron. 

In the problem of Brownian motion, for example, we consldr* only the po
sition and velocity of the massive Brownian particle, subject to a deterministic 
viscous drag force and a random force whose average is zero. It is interesting 
to note that, fundamentally, these two forces have exactly the same origin in 
the thermal motion of the molecules of the background medium. Later we shall 
see that, in very close analogy to this, the deterministic and fluctuating parti 
of the dissipative forces acting on an electron in a storage ring have the same 
physical origin. However the randomness arises, not only from the neglect of 
a large number of uninteresting degrees of freedom, but also from .he intrinsic 
lndeterminiam of quantum mechanics. 

Brownian motion can be described by LangeWn equations which are a 
special case (constant Q(X,i)) of the stochastic differential equations (2.1). We 
shall show in Chapter 4 that the electron equations of motion can be cast in 
a similar form. Let us therefore explain further how we are to interpret such 
equations. 

The state vector X(t) evolves in time according to the first-order stochastic 
differential equations (2.1). Here we consider only the case of a single noise 
source £((). The generalisation to several noise sources is easy: Tor M sources, 
simply replace Q(X,t) with a N x M matrix and proceed to make the obvious 
generalisations cf the following. In fact we shall find that one noise source is 
sufficient for our applications siiicc the changes in the three canonical momenta 
of the electron due to a particular photor emission are correlated. 

When we speak of a realisation of £{t) we mean just one of the ensemble 
of possible histories of the stochastic process. Of course this ensemble would 
contain much more information than we could possibly cope with. To overcome 
this difficulty, we allow ourselves to consider mathematically what can happen 
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in a given realisation but bear in mind that we roust afterward* average over all 
realisations with an appropriate weighting. The final results of the theory will 
therefore always be in the form of expectation values. 

Many problems become tractable when the stochastic quantity £(() is taken 
to be g&usntAfi white tunae* defined to have the formal properties 

with respect to this ensemble-averaging process {...). The two-time correlation 
function {{(()€((')) S* v e a the correlation between values of ( at two different 
times. The tint of these conditions is no great restriction since we could always 
redefine the coherent force K(X,t) to include any non-scro average of £(t). The 
second conditio;, everts that the fluctuations at two different times ate statis
tically independent and is a much stronger requirement. Since the correlation 
function of ( depends only on the difference of the times in question, the process 
Is statistically "constant" or homogeneous in time. 

These approximations turn out to work very well in many problems. In 
particular, it turns out that they are satisfied to an excellent approximation 
in the electron equations of motion, thanks to the properties of synchrotron 
radiation. We shall demonstrate this in detail later. 

To each realisation of £(t), then, there corresponds a realisation of the solu
tion X(() which we can consider, at least in a formal sense. 

2.2.1 An example: the Wiener process. 

To show how the formalism of stochastic differentia] equations works, we 
consider the simplest possible example, the Wiener protest which is, in fact, 
essentially the spatial representation of the Brotvnlan motion problem. 

Consider tUe case where a Bingle particle coordinate is subject only to random 
kicks snd we can set K - 0 and Q = constant: 

*(*>•" Q«»). (2-13) 

Then, imposing the initial condition X(0) = 0, we can formally integrate a given 
realisation to find 

i 

* M « Q / € ( * ' ) * ' . (2-w) 
o 

Averaging this under the integral with thv help of (2.12), we find 

(*«)) - 0. (2.15) 
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However if we first square (2.14) and then average with the help of the second 
member of (2.12) we obtain 

awn=Q* If *' / *"«* w A 
« " (2.16) 

= 4tjdt'f<U"6(i'-t") 

This ia the well-known result that the mean-square deviation of a Brownian 
particle from its initial position increases linearly with time. The quantity Q*/ 2 

in the diffusion coefficient. 

2.3 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND THE ' TOUVIUB EQUATION 

The Liouville, or continuity, equation following from a given realisation of 
(2.1) is 

6\7(X,t) + S7 X . (K<X,t)?(X,t)| + Vx • [Q(X,t)e(07(X 1t',j = 0, (2.17) 

where the X(t) which enters into the definition of 7(X,f) in (2.3) is the appro
priate realisation of the solution of (2.1) starting from some Initial conditions 
X(0). The Liouville equation is completely equivalent to (2.1). However since 
X(f) now depends on the values of the fluctuations £[t), T(X,t) is also a fluc
tuating quantity; by averaging over its realisations, wo can separate it into on 
expectation value and a fluctuating component whose average is zero: 

7(X,i) ~ .F(X. 0 + *(X, *), F(X,t) ^ {7(X, ()>. (2.18) 

It would be quite as difficult to deal with—let alone find—the ensemble of these 
solutions as it would be to deal with that of (2.1). Howevee we are tausrealed 
only in F{Xtt) and intuition suggests that it ought to be possible to derive 
on autonomous equation describing its evolution. This is the subject of the 
next section. 
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3.4 FOKKBR-PLANCK EQUATION 

To derive the Pokkez-Pluick equation describing the time evolution of the 
average phase-space density of a system, subject to deterministic d n l K and 
diffusion Q, one must average (2.1?) but take account of the way in winch the 
fluctuations make the sharply-peaked phase space dansity (2.3) spread out to 
become, upon averaging, a smooth function F(X,t). L: this process, informa
tion about the fine details of the distribution function is k»* and we make the 
transition to an irreversible description of the time-evolution. 

2.4. I 6 Derivation 

We present a formal derivation of the Foxier-Planck equation intended to 
emphasise its physical origin and be easily comparable wilH the derivation of 
the Vl&sov equation which we shal! give later. Numerous alternative derivations 
way b* found w the Uteratwe?0,3*'" 

Averaging the Liouville equation (2.17) over al! realisations of £(<), we And 

8t(T) + 7 x • [K</>] + 7 X • [Q(ef>| = 0, (2.18) 

where we suppressed the arguments (X,r) or all the vector functions, remem
bered that X and Q are deterministic, and used the first member of (2.12). Our 
goal of a closed equation for F - (7) is not yet In light since (2.19) contains 
the unknown correlation function ((( i ) / ) . To eliminate this, we have to use the 
information contained In the fluctuating part of (2.17): 

a<F + V X • (Kf 1 + * X • [Q ( « 7 ) + tf ~ («•*>)] = 0. (2.20) 

Here we used the identity 

f? = </ - it?) = t{f) + tF- JQ(T) - (tF) (2.21) 

and the first member of (2.12). 
Now we must think a little about how we model real processes through the 

strictly Markov Idealisation {(()• A real process £,(() has some finite correlation 
time r, requiring the replacement of th* {-function In (2.12) with some rapidly-
decaying function of the time difference, e.g., 

<6(0MO)-^"-'' IA- (2.22) 

In the model process, r is allowed to tend to sero in on appropriate way. For 
this approach to be valid, tS? correlation time must be shorter than all other 
characteristic time scles of the system. 

l i 
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In (2.21) we have to deal with the terms 

6A-(€f) = ff (123) 
which can be identified as the fluctuating port of the product of two fluctuating 
quantities £F. We therefore neglect all terms in the fluctuation equation (2,20) 
except 

dtP{X,t) =, -VxlQlX.OeWtrpt. i))) . (124) 

In other words, we are assuming that the evolution of F on nhert time scale* 
is governed by the average quantity (7) which evolves only on the slower scale* 
(determined by K). One can compare this to the method of multiple scale* 
or, perhaps more closely, Bogoliubov'i "synchronisation hypothesis'1 in nam* 
equilibrium statistical mechanic?' This latter idea will be encountered again 
in our discussion of the Vlasov equation. 

Integrating (2.24) over all lime preceding the present t, will guarantee that 
the influence of the initial conditions is negligible, so that 

I 

F(Xtt) = - f Vx-[<HXft')Ht'UT{X,t>)))\at'. (2.25) 

Introducing this into the average equation, (2.19), we obtain 

3 (<7(X,0> + v-x- IK(X,W?(X,t»| 

= VX- |Q(X.O J VX- [mWWW))) *' 

^x-WX.OVx-lQtX.OWM))}. 

where the integral was interpreted with the help of (2.12) and (2.22), Thil is the 
FoUer-PTanci equation describing the thae evolution of the average phUMpcce 
density of a system, subject to deterministic drift X and diffusion Q, At thai 
point we axe finished with / and shall simply write F far {/) front now on. 

(2.2fl) 
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2.s THE RECIPE 

The vector notatioi. used in the previous section may have hidden come of 
the complexity of the Fokker-Plancl equattoii for systems with several degrees 
of freedom. SD that we can refer to it later, w; rewrite (2.26), the Fokker-
Planck equation providing an alternative but equivalent description of a system 
governed by the stochastic differential equations (2.1), as 

3 t F = - £w{[*+i£$*]'}*iEE&£lwi. 
(2.27) 

The second term inside the cuny brackets is known as the "spurious drift" and is 
evidently absent when ths diffusion Q(X,t) = Q(() Independently of amplitude. 
Because it often vanishes, this term u easily overlooked but it is essential To? a 
complete description. 

So, whenever we huve a set of otochajtic differential equations of the form 
(2.1), the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is uniquely determined. But 
the converse is not true! Different stochastic equations may lead to tne same 
Fokker-Planck equation and are therefore statistica/iy equivalent descriptions of 
the same physical system-

When we allow stochastic forces into physics we have to get used to the fact 
that, even when they are formulated in terms of the same dynamical variable, 
different equations of motion may yet be physically equivalent. The must obvious 
test for equivalents is, of course, to write down the Fokker-Planck equation. 

2.5.1 4 interpretation- of stochas'ic differentia} equations 

It is possible to avoid the apparent complication of spurious drift terms by 
writing stochastic differential equations which incorporate them into the deflni-
'.ion of K. One must then work with the so-called ltd ca/cu/us, ' in which the 
ordinary rulw of differentiation are replaced by rules which bring in extra terms 
designed precisely to maintain the simple relationship between the differential 
equations and the Fokker-Planck equation. A change of variables is then rather 
more work th-\fl it is when one workB in the Str&tonovich interpretation as we 
have done so far. 

Since variable transformations will fo:m & larger part of our work than writ
ing down Fokkcr-l'lanck equations, the Stratonovich interpretation will be the 
better choice, and we shall hold to it in the following chapters. In this scheme, 
M&rkovian stochastic differential equations are written down as limits or equa
tions governing real processes. This will be implicit in the formulation of the 
electron equations of motion, lto equations of motion can be written down to 
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describe the flame physical system but, since the Fakker-Planck equation has Vo 
be the same, they will look different from the equivalent Stratonovich equation*. 
The mora) is that one roust away a be careful to know which interpretation u 
in use. 

2.5.2 Near-Hamiltonian systems. 

For a system, like the electron in a storage ring, which is close to being 
Hamiltonian, (2.1) would take the special form 

q = *"<%*•*) + £K„(q,P,t) + v^Q,(q.p,0e(0. 
P (2.2?) 

p = - 6 ^ q

P , t ) + €K9[q,p,i) + v^Qk>(q.p,0«W. 

He-e the ordering of terms with respect to the small parameter t has been 
chosen BO that the dtwip&tive terms have an average effect proportional to * At 
in a short time interval At. That this is BO is clearer when, following the scheme 
of (2.27), we write down the FokkeT-PlancV equation corresponding to (2.28) for 
the average distribution F{q,p,() 

d F = - d H d F d^ah" 
dpi dqi dqt dpi 

where summation over the repeated indices t and j is to be understood. The 
terms on the first line of the right-hand side represent the incompressible flow 
in phase space described by Llouville's Theorem; the terms on the second and 
third lines represent a possibly irreversible drift [e.g. damping); finally, the last 
three terms describe diffusion due to the fluctuations. 
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2.5.3 Fokker-PSanck equation for the Wiener process 

For a simple example, we turn again to the one-dimensional Wiener process. 
According to the above recipe, its Fokkcr-Planckequation is simply 

3F(X%t) _Q*<.*F{X,t) . 
~di T ax* [230] 

which we recognise as the ordinary diffusion equation. Fokksr-Planck equations 
reduce to diffusion equations in cases like this where the coherent forces K(X,f) 
vanish. 

2.6 SOLVING FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATIONS 

We speak of solving Fokker-Planc* equations, rtther than the Fo k fee r-P line* 
equation, to stress that each problem has a. different equation associated with 
it and remarks- or progress made in connexion with one Fokker-PIanck equation 
cannot always be generalised to others. 

In writing devn a Fokker-PIanck equation, we replace the problem of solv
ing a set of N stochastic. possibly coupled and nonlinear, ordinary differential 
equations with the problem of solving a single partial differential equation in 
N + I variables. Despite any nonlinearity of the stochastic differential equa
tions, the Fokker-PIanck equation has the advantage of being alwtyg linear in 
(he unknown distribution function F(X,t). 

This may—or n ay not—be a simpler problem to solve. For nonlinear sys
tems particularly, it is usually more tractable. And when the functions Q(X,f) 
have any non-trivial dependence on X, i.e. they are not constants, it la cer
tainly easier to wcrk with. In such cases one cannot average the equations of 
motion, (2.1), directly since there may be some correlation between the values 
of the noise ( and the X values appearing in its coefficient. The lack of such 
dependence for the Wiener process allowed us to use the approach of moment 
equations in the solution and will help us in some of our later examples. But it 
is not something that can be counted upon in general. When we try to write 
a moment equation for the longitudinal omittance, for example, we shall find 
that this strategy fails after serving us well in the same problem formulated in 
cartesian phase space coordinates. 

Not surprisingly, it U hard to una '.ases in which * full time-dependent 
solution of a Fokker-PIanck equation can be obtained analytically—yet there 
are a ftw. For the remainder of this chapter we shall restrict oureeNes to cases 
where the functions K and Q have no explicit time-dependence. 
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2,6.) Time-dependent solutions 

In 1943, Ch&ndrasekhar published a fundamental solution (and, with a 
trivial extension, the Green function) for the Fokker-Planckequation associated 
with linear problems In one degree of freedom (essentially the harmonic oscilla
tor subject to damping and random noise). Recently Kheifeta took this as the 
basis of a perturbation theory and applied it successfully to a number of accel
erator physics problems. Another approach, applicable in cases where the time 
and phase apace variables are separable, is to expand the solution ai a seriw in 
the eigenfunctions; in stable systems these will generally be decaying functions 
of time, except for the constant equilibrium mode towards which moat initial 
conditions evolve. In other cases numerical solutions can often be attempted. 

5>,fi 2 Stationary states 

In a broader category of cases it may be possible to find the eqtr'ibriom 
solution analytically, if it exists. The equilibrium solution is a function i*b[X) 
or. phase space found by setting dtF — 0 in the Fokker-Planck equation. Despite 
the terminology, it need not represent a true thermodynamic equilibrium; it 
would be more precise to apeak of stationary solutions of the Fokker-Planck 
equation. Not surprisingly, the terminology arose in cases, like the Brownian 
motion, where the equation did describe the approach to a true equilibrium. 

Notice that, in general, there &re no such stationary solutions of the Lt-
ouviliti equation. If the system is Hamtttoniui and completely integrate the 
transformation to action-angle variables 

W.P) ~ (*, 3) (3.31) 

can be found, in which the actions J are all invariant. Then any function F{3) of 
tite invariants alone will be stationary. However there is no Irreversible evolution 
towards such a state. 

In one phase space dimension, with time-independent coefficient* K and Q, 
the equilibrium solution of the Fokker-Planck equation can always be found in 
the form 

F^-^^nrp{2l^^dx>- (232) {•/»•}• 
where XQ is some suitable point i; the phase space (perhaps the origin) and it is 
assumed that Q(X) does not vanish. We have supposed here that the system bus 
some dependence on a set of parameters A; these would originate as parameters 
of K and Q although this ts not indicated in our notation. Then, through the 
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analytic behaviour of the "normalisation constant" or partition function Z[X) 
regarded as a function of A, we may be able to deduce many of the properties c/f 
the distribution and even study whole families of solutions generated by changing 
the parameters. This technique will be exemplified later. 

The function 

*(X,A) = - ) o g ( ^ ) (2-33) 

is a generalised thermodynamic potential, in terms of which the equilibrium 
distribution has the simple form 

MX) = ^ y exp < - * ( * ; A)). (2.34) 

This is reminiscent of the canonical distribution of equilibrium statistical me
chanics although the potential * need not bear any simple relationship to a 
Hamiltonian. 

Another point worth nrting about (2,32) is that the equilibrium solution no 
longer contains &ny information about the dominant time scale of the problem. 
Analytically thin means that, in most cases, only the ratio of the functions K 
and Q"1 enters. Typically we shall find that some relaxation (or damping) time 
scale cancels from the equations at this point. 

In our example of the Wiener process, it is clear that (he equilibrium dldtri-
bution is a constant, J*o(̂ 0 = Z~x, provided that the phise space is bounded 
{in the common ease of a phase variable, it nt-iy be a circle): 

Â min < X < jYmtjt, Z s= Xa1at — Xm)a, (2.35) 

and we impose the boundary condition F(Xpi|n) = ftJCow). Otherwise there 
is no limit on the diffusion of the process X and the distribution cannot be 
normalised. 

More generally, we can see that the existence of an equilibrium solution is 
intimately connected with the stability of the dynamical system in the absence 
of fluctuations. The equilibrium solution is a well-behaved non-negative func
tion on the phase space whose teat urea correspond to topological properties of 
the underlying phase portrait. Its maxima will correspond to attracting fixed 
points, its minima to unstable fixed points, and it will be close to constant on an 
invariant .irface. Asymptotically, it will tend to ztro along the time-reversed 
trajectories stalling from any attracting set (« ?., if there is damping at large 
amplitude, the tails or the distribution will decay). 

However trie visibility uf these features deteriorates ns the intensity of the 
noise (magnitude of Q) ircre&ats. Thus we can view the featureless Wiener pro
cess as a limit of all other one-dimensional processes when the amplitude of the 
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noise overwhelms any deterministic terms in the equation or motion. Sometime* 
a deterministic fiyel^m can become BuiTiciently ergodie that the Wiener process 
is a good model for it. 

2.6.3 4* Diffusion in H&miHonian systems 

When a Hamiltonian system is non-intcgrablc there can be no true approach 
to an equilibrium because of the conservation of phase-space density. However it 
may be that the motion of the system, at least in some regions of phase space, is 
sufficiently chaotic that it cart be regarded as a diffusion process in some sense. 
In such cases there may be a role for a Fokker-Planck equation whose diffusion 
coefficient may be calculated from theories of modulation*] diffusion, resonance 
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trapping, resonance streaming, or the combination of nonlinear resonances 
and external fluctuation effects. Thus we should keep in mind thai, despite 
the separation between dissipative and Hamiltonian effects which is maintained 
here, the Harniltonlan of the system may be intimately involved with effects 
which at the macroscopic level may be indistinguishable from diffusion. Further 
information on this t&pk, especially as it relates to the beam-beam effect in 
hadron or e +e~ colliders may be found in Rcfs. 42. 

2.6.4 4k Thf r,,Dkker~Pianck equation ol plasma physics. 

Since some readers may he familiar with plasma kinetic theory, ' ' ' it 
may be lidpfu! to briefly discuss the relationship of the Fokker-Planck equation 
used there to that given here. The overlapping terminologies often require some 
clarification. 

MathematierHy speaking, these equations arc not of the same form, but 
they are nevertheless related. Physically, of course, they describe quite different 
phenomena—this is one resemblance between high energy ekstron bunches and 
plasmas which turns out to be rather mperficial. 

Here, the most notable difference is that (2.27) is a/ways lineart while in 
plasma physics, the name is commonly applied to an equation (jsome'.imes also 
called the Landau equai/on) in which the distribution function appears quadrat-
ica/iy in order '•? describe collisions between particles of ••he jame, or different, 
species. Thus, while we have been exclusively concerned with single particles 
subject, in effect, to random externa/ forces, the collision terms of the "planma" 
Fokker-Planck equation describe forces acting between pairs of parddes. This 
additional physical content makes it considerably more difficult to solve. Yet, 
when the distribution is linearised about the equilibrium Maxwe.l-Bollzm&nn 
form, an equation of the form (2.27) is recovered. This is not surprising since, in 
that case, we may think of the equation as describing the distribution function of 
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a single tf.". particle subjected lo random foic*.? arising fiom the thermal back
ground plasma. In this limit, the Rosenblnth potentials become independent 
of the perturbation of the distribution function and are related to the functions 
K and Q used here, 

2.7 EXPECTATION VALUES OF DYNAMICAL VARIABLES 

When we come to compare the results of theory with experiment, we are not 
so much interested in the distribution function as in the expectation values of 
dynamical variables. Dynamical variables are just functions J4(X, t) of the phase 
space variables. Such functions may or may not be microscopically measurable; 
whether they are or not docs not prevent us from calculating their values. In 
the c?se of a Hamiltonian system, we have already given the equation of motion 
for A(X,t) in (2.10). For the general case, (2.1), we tan calculate the rate of 
change of A[X,t) by the chain rule: 

,4(x,o ---= a,/i(x,o + x vX4(x,i) „.„, 
(2.36) 

- 3,/tlX.f) + K(X,0 • V X J 4(X,0 + «(()Q(X,t) - VxA(Xtt), 

When we try to average this over the ensemble of realisations of £{(}, we run 
into essentially the same problem that v.e encountered in the derivation of the 
Fokkei-Flanck equation; we do not k low the correlation function 

<e(i)Q(X,0-VXil(X,0>. I " ' ) 
This time the problem is more sevcro since the expression of A{~X, t) . terms cf 
X may be quite complicated. For example, if it Is en nth degree polynomial In 
the A', then we should nied to know a whole sequence of correlation functions: 

{Xt), {XiXj), {XiXiX&...*{Xi,XitXt,...Xtm)> (2-3B) 

It is clear that the problem is Intractable in general. Of course, the FokheT-
Pl&nck equation was invented precisely In o*d«r to avoid this problem. If, having 
sc-Wed it, we know the distribution function, then we can calculate the expecta
tion value in question from 

{A[X,i))=(fA{JCt)J[Xtt)dIlxS 
7 . . ' (2-39) 

It is interesting to see what happens if we try to use the Fokker-Planck equation, 
in the form (Z.2C), to differentiate (2.39) under the integral sign. For simplicity, 
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let us suppose that dtA[X.,t) = 0; then 

±(A(X,t)) = JdNX A[X)dtF{X,t) 

= / d v X A{X) 

x Vx • -K(X,t)F(X.I) + ^ Q V X • (QtX.OFtX,*))] • 
(2.40) 

Assuming that F{X,t) —* 0 sufficiently fast towards the boundaries of phase 
space (usually at infinity), we may integrate by parts to find 

~(A[X,t)) = f dNX F(X,t)K - Vx^(X) 

<K.V x vt) " 

- Ifd^X (Q(X,0-VxA(X)]Vx-[Q(X,0i;'(X(0i-
* • — •*• -

~\jdNX F(X.()Q(X,0 . V x [ q ( X , 0 - V X 4 ( X ) | 

- - i ( Q - v x | q . v x ^ | ) 
(2.41) 

Finally, this yields the result that we attempted to obtain by means of (2.38), 

jt{A) = (K • VXA) + \ (Q • Vx[Q • VXA\), (2.42) 

showing that, in general, autonomous equations of evolution for the expectation 
values of the dynamical variables of a fluctuating system do not exist. The 
evaluation of the right hand side of (2.42) will involve correlation functions of 
ever higher order. Sometimes it is p wsible to truncate the hierarchy by means 
of some approximation scheme, whtreby correlation functions above a certain 
order are expressed in terms of those of lower order. In certain important Bprcipl 
cases, there are great simplifications and we shall consider these next. 

2.7.1 Amptitude-indepevient noise 

In practice the noiae intensity function Q(X,() in often ndepondentof X. 
As we noted before, this greatly simplifies the writinc down of the Fokker-Planck 
equation. The moment equation (2.42) reduces to 
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Things arc particularly simple if A(X) ia linear or quadratic in X, 

-{XyXi) = <K,(X)Jfa> + (K,(X)X,) + QrQ,, 

£<*?> = 2<iri(X)*,) + <?J, 

If, moreover, each of the /fs iu linear In the Xi , it is evident that the system of 
equations for the Erst and second momenta is linear and can be solved completely 
(by simple diagonaliiation) without any truncation. 

2.8 STOCHASTJC CALCULUS 

We shall have occasion to formally integrate stochastic equations of the form 
(2.1) and we must therefore establish the rules for doing BO; again this is some
thing which turns out differently In the Ho and Stratonovkh interpretations. We 
can establish the Stratonovich integration rule for the average part of (2 l)by 
substituting ;4(X,i) — X Into (2.42), and then integrating formally; this intro
duces the Q-function and its gradient into the average evolution of X in the 
correct manner. Although we shall not demonstrate the result here, it turns out 
that the fluctuating part of the integral is given in the most obvious way and 
the final result can be written 

( 
X[t) = X(Q) + f K{X,t')dt' 

o 
t 

+ ^ / Q ( X , ( ' ) v x q ( x p r ) < f l ' (2.45) 
0 

1 

0 

For a fu'ler justification of this formula, the reader is referred to the literature 
29 30 37 

on stor.iastie differential equations. ' ' 
On the other hand, as wc have already mentioned, the Stratonovich interpre

tation allows us to apply the formal rules of ordinary calculus whenever we have 
to form the derivative of a functiaa. Thus, taking (2.17) and (5-39), we might 
have done an integration by parte to justify our use of the chain rule in writing 
down (2.36). The other rules of stochastic differential calculus can be derived in 
a simitar fashion. The rules of ltd differential calculus are more complicated. 
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When we come to change variables in stochastic differential equations, then, 
we can eimply apply the chain rule and this is often rather easy. 

Sometimes It can be quite complicated but, wh<£n disaipative, fluctuating 
systems are close to being canonical, as in (2.28), their equations or motion 
contain a Hamiltotuan part, upon which it is convenient to make canonical 
transformations. It Is therefore useful to extend the formalism of generating 
functions to transform the dissipative parts too. The more complicated coor
dinate transformations of electron storage ring theory are facilitated by such a 
formalism. The radiation terms in the equations of motion are small on average 
compared with those describing the applied electromagnetic Gelds. 

In the following subsection we shall derive the appropriate extension of the 
canonical formalism for a particular type of generating function. 

2.8.1 •> Transformation theory for stochastic equations 

Consider the case of a free (i.e. such that old and new coordinates are inde
pendent) transformation from (q,p) = (qif-,g<t>Pif -tPn) to new variables 
(Q,P) = Wl , . . . ,Qn, Pi -Pn). 

Call the old Hamiltonian ff(q,p,t) and the new Jf(Q,P,0, Both in the 
old and new variables, Hamilton's equations have to be supplemented by terms 
(a,b) and (A,B) 'vhich describe the dissipation: 

OLD NEW 

an ^ . IK < 2 " D > 

In the case of (2.28) we should make the correspondence 

a(q,p,0 = (<c,(q,P,t) + v^Q<j(q,P.'K(0. ( 2 4 ? ) 

b(q,p,t) = c*fp(q,p,0 + I /«QP(<1.P.<K(<)-

Since the transformation is canonical, there must exist a generating function 
S(Q, q,(), depending on the old and new coordinates and no momentum, such 
that the relationship between old and new coordinates and momenta Is obtained 

t Thli type or genmling function, which a owful in the Iruiiformition to iction-mgle 
vuiihlej, it «om*(im« denoted f | ( Q , q , ( ) . 
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by wiving the system of equations 

6$ P - - * - • * (2.48) 

In a system with 3 degree of freed^mi* 6 different types of geneiatinK function 
are necessary to generate s!J possible canonical transformations, and in practice 
each of them comes up sooner or later. The other casta «u» be worked by analogy 
to this one; for a different example, see fief. 8, 

The equivalence of the two descriptions of the H&miltonian system is guar
anteed by these relationships. Given that the two sets of equations in (2.46) 
are supposed to describe the same diMipative system, we need to know how to 
calculate the new dlulpatlve terms (A,B), 

| Ai previously, we must now acknowledge that any stochastic terms are to be 
interpreted In the Stratonovleh, not the ltd, sense. The following results would 
he A great dcuL more complicated in the ltd calculus.) 

To avoid cutnbercomt notation*, let U9 denote partial derivatives by sub
scripts where convenient; thus, for example, we may write a vector or a ma
trix 

dS 
5« = dqi SQ* (2.49) 

dQndq* 
By hypothesis, the arguments of the generating function provide a unique la
belling of points in extended phase space. Hence, their differentials form a 
basis for the vector spue of differentials of dynamical variables and any such 
differential can be expressed as a linear combination of them. In particular, 
from (2.48), we may uit the chain rule to calculate 

dp - Stftdq + SqqdQ + S9dt. (2.50) 

When the postulated equations of motion (2.46), are used to project this identity 
along the local direction of time-evolution of the system, we find 

- - f l . 4 + 1* I l S«a* + W - * 
(2 61) 

where we separately Identified the Hantfltoaian and diaslpatlve parte of thu 
equality. 

n 
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In an anatagpoB way, we can calculate dP and Conclude 

SkfcpflV + ^QQifp 4 $Cj* - Jfp, (242) 

Since the canonical transformation t» free* the J&coblaa determinant of either 
set of canonical variables with reaped to the independent coordinates (Q,q) 
cannot vanish, i.e. 

£P §Pt 
5Q 3q 
0 1 

a(p.q) 
3{Q.q) 

aq 
Sq 
aq 

a q 

aq 
dq 

- d e t ^ - d e t ^ q ^ O . (2.63) 

Hence the matrix 6*nq is invertibla and It followB that the last numbers. of (3.51) 
tuid (2.52) may be solved aimultarwously to yield a Miliar' relttlonihlp between 
the dicfripative terms in the aid and new representations: 

B = - S q , a - ffQQ|5eQ]-ltb " S « " ) ' 
(2.54) 

By means of these formulae, the disslpative terms can be transformed in parallel 
with the canonical transformation', (2.54) may be regarded as a convenient recipe 
for carrying out complicated transformations. It should be remembered that, 
in the course of this work, all derivatives of the generating function must be 
expressed in terms of the variables (Q,q) and the expressions for q(QiP) and 
p(Q,P) should only be substituted afterwards. Of course, exactly the same 
constraint applies while transforming the Hamilton I en. 

3. STATISTICS OF INCOHERENT 
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION 

As an electron is accelerated in a magnetic field, it emits photons. Because 
this is an intrinsically quantum-mechanical phenomenon, the emission times and 
the magnitudes of the quanta of energy carried away by the photons are random 
quantities. However, provided the energies and magnetic fields are not too high, 
certain average quantities, such as the mean emission rate and the mean radiated 
power, may be calculated with good accuracy within elaatleal electrodynamics. 
Only when the magnetic fields and energies become so high that the mean of the 
classical eyocltrotros radiation spectrum becomes comparable to the) electron 
energy does it become necessary to include quantum corrections to the total 
radiated power and the frequency specteiKB. 

• Waco ubw«floctc«ti(iff psrutlib property l« n«t«tAl' trivial. It applies •air 
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It to somewhat voxpiisingt but nonetheless true, that the randomness cuinot 
be ignored even in the Musical" synchrotron radiation regime. 

Since electron dynamics is profoundly influenced by the phenomenon of syn
chrotron radiation it cannot be described completely in terms of a single-particle 
Hamiltontan. We mutt somehow add dfasipaitve terms to descr.bs the energy 
loss through radiation. A purely Eamlltonian description can be recovered only 
in the context of quantum electrodynamics by including the degrees of freedom 
of the electromagnetic field together with those of the particle. 

It Is much easier, and quite Adequate for our purposes, to add fluctuating 
radiation reaction forces to the classical equations of motion. 

The properties ol incoherent synchrotron r a d i a t i D n , l 0 , * W M 1 > w , w , m play o 
governing r61e in the statistical mechanics of electron motion; we first review 
them, cast in a notation suited for our purposes. Payingspecial attention to the 
statistical properties of the radiation, we shall derive the principal result of this 
chapter, namely that the instantaneous radiation power may be reprenented as * 
stochastic function of the type postulated In (2.1). This provides the ingredients 
we need to construct the electron equations of motion in the next chapter. 

Since the orbital quantum numbers ot f!?;i*ors in typical storage rings are 
very large, we may use classical arguments to construct the equations of motion 
provided we do not pretend to describe the emission process itself conectly. 
We shall use a mathematically convenient model which approximates it as an 
instantt wousjump in energy. This Is acceptable since, for an electron of energy 
E — 7i7ic3 in a magnetic field B = E/ep, photon emission occurs within a time 

r, * ± < I, (3.1) 
Tfc fl 

where fl is any frequency characteristic of betatron or synchrotron oscillations. 
In addition, the fact that 

- * w,, (3,2) 

where u>( is the critical frequency 

wr - 5 T ( ' 
means that the frequency (or energy) spectrum of the photons is locally weH*"^ 
defined. The critical frequency serves as a useful scale parameter Tor the fre
quency distribution; the definition used here is one-half that used in Ref. 47. 

We shall restrict ourselves to the orbital degrees or freedom of the stored elec
tron and neglect its spin. The evolution of the spin state is somewhat analogous 
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to that or the classical canonical variables in that it la primarily determined by 
the applied electromagnetic fle)ds,'fn accordance with the Thomas-BMT equa
tion, but important secondary effects arise ftom the changes in spin state induced 
by photon emission (actually the spin may, or may not, flip when a photon la 
emitted). Just an quantum excitation causes a diffusion of orbital amplitudes 
around the closed orbit, sa there is a corresponding spin diffusion around the 
precession axis. How-ver i» analogue of radiation damping exists for the spin. 

The quantum ejects on spin motion can be taken into account by mathe
matical methods similar to those employed here. Further details on spin motion 
and polarisation of electron beams in general will be found in Reft. SI and 52. 

3 .1 CLASSICAL PICTURE 

According to classical electrodynamics, a particle accelerated transversely by 
a magnetic field emits a continuous beam of radiation in a narrow cone around 
its momentum vector. Quantum mechanically, the momentum vector of each 
photon is almost collinear with the particle's momentum. 

We start from the relativistk clar.tical theory ' of radiation from a point 
charge moving in externally applied electric and magnetic fields E and B, ac
cording to the Larentz foi--e equation. We adopt the usual (timeVike) convention 
that, if A ~ (Aa

tA) and B = (5°,B) are 4-vectors, then their scalar product 
A • B is given by 

A -B * A»BM = A°B° - A • B. (3.4) 

Proper time along the particle's world line will be denoted by r, 

3.1.1 Radiated power 

The power radiated by a particle with 4-momcntum p" = (£/c,p) ia given 
47 

by the Lorentz-inv&riant expression 

P = I - —. in any frame > 
I * J (3.5) 

_ 2 g* dfPdpp 
3rn*«s dr it 

If there exists a frame in which the electromagnetic field is purely magnetic, 
then, in that frame, the I/orenti force equation has components 

^ £ ( O t p x B ) . (3.6) 
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H, farther, the magnetic Geld is transverse to the direcUon of motion of the 
particle (p *B » 0), then (3,5) simplifies to 

^ " ^ (3.7) 
. 2«**Vp' l l,i3_ trtPajhi 

where r« « € , /mc 9 is the classical electron radius. This has been expressed in 
terms of the magnitude of the ^momentum, p — |p| (which we shall later use ae 
a canonical variable) and the normalised magnetic field strength b defined with 
respect to some reference momentum pp by 

B = V x A m ?2£b (3.8) 

W« have alio written 6 for b. Let us pauue to observe that the power is a 
function only of the momentum of the particle, through the factor p 3 , and its 
position, through the factor a1. A similar functional dependence will hold for 
all other parameters related to the synchrotron radiation. Since it will be very 
important to evaluate these dependences correctly in terms of the dynamical 
variables defining the state of the particle, we shall indicate the dependence 
on the position and momentum variables by a subscript X, In addition, ths 
physical position of the particle Includes its azimuthal position a around the 
ring. This has special status as the independent variable of particle dynamics in a 
synchrotron (like time in ordinary dynamics) and the corresponding dependence 
will be indicated separately. Thus for the radiation powei, (3.7), we ehall write 
Px{*) when we need to be explicit; when there is no danger of ambiguity we 
may still write simply P. 

The motivation for the above assumptions is rather obvious: along most 
of a storage ring ©rbttt an electron moves In a magnetic beading field almost 
transverse to the direction of motion; synchrotron radiation in the electric fields 
of the accelerating system Is negligible; finally, po corresponds to the value of 
the momentum on the reference orbit. 

The critical frequency (3.3) can now bo expressed as 

Because of (3.B), p© *nd b will appear to tlu, same power in each expression. 
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3.1.2 Frequency spectrum 

Following Ref. 19 closely, we express (3.7) in ter.tns of it* spectral density 

du (3.10) 

where, again according to the (approximate) classical calculation 

We 
(3.11) 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 -

0.5 2.4 1.5 2 

Flg. 1 Frequency or energy distribution of synchrotron radiation 

Here we use the standard definitions w 

S(0 « ^(/**/*(*)*• W * *(«/<. (3-12) 

and if 5 / 3 is a modified Bessel function (see e.ff. ReBiv Id, 47 and 48 for derivations 
of (3.11)). The universal functions F(£) asd 5(f) are plotted [ft Fig. 1. Note 
that a non-algebraic dependence of P{v) on the motnentem and magnetic field 
arises through the factor tfe fa the argument of S. 
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3.2 QUANTUM-MECHANICAL PICTURE 

Knowing that, in vacuum, a classical electromagnetic w w t of frequency u 
corresponds to a photon of energy u = ftw we can reinterpret the frequency 
distribution of synchrotron radiation as the energy distribution of photons. 

3.2.1 Photon energy distribution 

Defining the energy spectrum of photons emitted per unit time by 
00 

P 
0 

oo 

= / nx(u;s)tt<iu (3.13) 

we can compare with (3.10) and make the correspondence 

M-ifeffl. (3.M) 
From this we may directly deduce the number J photons emitted per unit time 
at aJJ energies 

00 

l (3.15) 
Sy/3" c 3 , p , ,, Sj3crtpoL 

which is independent of p. 
Given a photon of unknown energy w*J may ask: what is the relative likeli

hood of different energies? This question is answered by the energy spectrum of 
the photons 

8 tlcpt p^AxH' 
The total probability of any energy is, of course, 

06 

/*(«;*) 0*u=l. (3.17) 
b 

00 
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3.2.2 Moments of the photon energy 

Now wc cF<i evaluate the average or expectation vaJue of the photon energy -

GO 

0 

by means of which we can re-exprew the classical power a* the average power 

WrM) - * * ( ' )<«>* • (3-19) 

From now on we shall always have to indicate explicitly when we are speaking 
of the average power and when we mean the complete fluctuating power. 

Similarly, the mean-square quantum energy is the second moment of /jr(uj«): 

00 

o 

We shall see that, together with the mean emission rate, the mean square quan
tum energy determines the magnitude af the quantum fluctuations in electron 
motion. 

3 . 3 SYNCHROTRON RADIATION AS A STOCHASTIC PROCESS 

Now that we have succeeded in evaluating same of the statistical proper
ties of the photon energy distribution, we can use this knowledge to construct 
expressions for a. fluctuating radiation power which can be used in stochastic 
differential equations of the sort discussed in Chapter 2. 

An individual photon emission event, in which a photon of energy xtj is 
emitted at a = *y, is specified by the ordered pair of random variables {UJ,*J). 
As we pointed out after (3.7), the distribution function of (UJ,*J) depends only 
on the bca! magnetic 6e!d and the particle's momentum. Since these quantities 
vary as the particle moves, there is no very meaningful way of relating time 
averages (along the trajectory of a given particle) and ensemble averages (over 
many hypothetical particles experiencing the same conditions). 

For definiteness, let us define the expectation value operation on a dynamical 
variable -rf(x,y,*<,pj,p,,p;s), associated with the instantaneous etate of the 
particle, to be the average of A over all possible realisations of (ti/,4,-), that is 
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to say, all the ways in which the particle's photon emission history might occur, 
weighted appropriately. As in Chapter 2, we denote such ensemble averages by 

(A{x,y,£t,pt,pt,p;a)) or, more briefly and generally, {A)Xt (3.21) 

as it suits UB; here X it, a shorthand notation for the set of (usually canonical) 
variables describing the instantaneous state of the particle In whatever repre
sentation we happen to be using and s is the azimuths! position around the 
machin-.. 

The averaging is understood to be taken while 9 and the phase-space coor
dinates X—and thereby the magnetic Geld fell by the particle—are supposed 
fixed. Parameters characterising the synchrotron radiation may be regarded as 
dynamical variables of the particle since they too are determined by X and «. 
For example, the critical energy may be thought of as a parameter determining 
the overall scale of the energy distribution of the photons which the particle has 
a propensity to emit. 

The exact density, analogous to the Klimontovieh distribution (2.3), of a 
given realisation (holding X fixed) in (u,s) Bpaee is 

i 

The sum is talten over all events which actually take place in that realisation. 
The expectation value of (3.22) is the distribution function of (uy,sy) (more 
correctly termed the probability density function) 

<n*(«,»)) = Jvjc(s)/jr (ti;»)/«, (3.23) 

The factorization of this expression reflects the fact that rx} and J, are statisti
cally independent variables. Here, Tfx{«) is tb« distribution function of s,-, or 
the average photon emission rate, given by (3.16), and /jr(u;s) is the energy 
spectrum of the photons, given by (3.16). 

The instantaneous radiated power is 

DrW = e / u d u / d»'nx(u,s')A(s - 0') 
0 - w (3.24) 

- e ^ u J A ( s - - * , ) . 
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where A(5) is a function which we may think or as describing the shape of the 
photon emission pulse, tt has the properties 

oa 00 

/ A(*} <t» = 1, / A(a)* cts a —, (3.85) 

t.e. tt ie normalised to unity and has a pulse width equivalent to the photon 
emission time (3.1). AB r̂  -* 0, A becomes a {-function. 

1 / a -

-

- I -
1 

a 

I 

~-^a(a> 

Fig. 2 Representation of the photon emission pulse 

Strictly speaking, the vaiue of rn Is another fluctuating quantity but the argu
ments already given show that we need not concern ourselves with this compli
cation. Moreover we may choose any convenient form for the pulse function A 
provided It satisfies (3.25). One such choice is the simple bump: 

A{*) = ff{t + af2)0[a/2-a) 
a 

0, for « < -aft; 
= • I/a, for - a / 2 < * < a/2 ; 

, 0, for * > a/2 . 

(3.26) 

where a = ern and B(t) is the usual Heaviside step function; this function is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Pig. 3 A realisation of Px(*) 

A typical realisation of Px(')t obtained by simulation, ia shown in Pig. 3; 
the parameters are such that the expectation value of the number of photons 
emitted in one revolution period it 

NX[S)TQ =• 1000 (3.27J 

Counting the peaks, we And ]049 Sn thin realisation, a 1*55 a deviation. In 
preparing the figure, r 7 viaa been taken to be fixed and equal to the width of a 
line on the printer so that the distribution or the heights of the peaks, displayed 
in units of the critical energy ur, ia given by the Function /-r{u;a) defined in 
(3,16), It is worth remarking that, although hair the energy ia carried away by 
phntons with u > u f l there are few such photona. In fact 91% of the photons 
have u < Ur and 50ft have u < 0 1 u :, 

3.4 DISTRIBUTION OP PHOTON EMISSION TIMS 

E*et Pr(nt*J denote the probability that n photons are emitted in an interval 
of ttxtmuth (0,*). Suppose that the emission rate per metre, Nx[$)fe = Nxtc 'a 

constant, i.e. there is no nignineant variation of momentum p o»- magnetic fieH 
D. Then, for a sufficiently smalt step Aa (the probability of z photons being 
emitted in As is supposed to be negligible), we cart write the probability thai, n 
photons are emitted in (0,* »• Af) as the ram of the probabilities that 

a) n wr emitted in (0,*) and none in (*,* + A*j, and 
t) n t are emitted in (0r«) and I in («,« + As), 
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This gins « I k e equation 

Pi(n,# + a*) = P « M (1 - ~±*\ + *M« - M . 4 & A * . (128) 

Taking the Omit aa A* -* 0, we can form the derivative 

3 P K M M fim Pf(»M + A«)-Pt<n,«) 
(9.29) 

A well-known technique for solving this type of differential equation, for all 
values or n, is to introduce a generating function 

« 
G ( M » £fc"Pr(fM). (3.30) 

From this we obtain a differential equation for C, 
00 

^ = ^I>|Pr<n-l,*)-Pr<M| 
rtnO 

n-0 

- ^ ( * - l ) G ( * . # ) . 

Since Pr(0,0) = 1 snd Ff(n,0) = 0 for f» > 1, the Initial condition ia (7(4,0) >- 1 
and we may integrate (3,31) to find the solution 

C 7 ( M = « p ( ^ { * - * ) * ) 

Equating coefficients between (3.30) and (3.32), we have the required probability 

which ia the familiar Poisson distribution* 
U 



From this expression it is straightforward to calculate the expectation value 
of any function of the number of photons emitted in (0,a) using the formula 

00 

</<«))**= £ / ( n ) P r ( « , a ) . (3.34) 

We already know the expectation value of n 

{*>. = ^ £ l , (3-35) 
c 

but (3.33) enables us to find its mean-square 

{»'), = <»). + <B>». (3.36) 

This result will be used in the proof of Campbell's Theorem. 

3.5 MEAN OF RADIATION POWER 

As a prelude to Campbell's Theorem, let us illustrate how we can recover 
expression (3.19) for the average power from the representation of the instanta
neous fluctuating power in (3.24). 

Consider all possible realisations of an electron's photon emission evenU in 
come large interval (0,5). Again, assume that there is no significant variation 
of p or B . Restrict consideration to those realisations in which exactly n photon 
emission events occur, i.e. those that can bo written in the form 

n 

Then averaging over all the realisations in this subset, we have 
S 5 S to co 

1 C O 
•9 

/ 

n 

S oo 
= CY,J -g^i'-'i)] duj fxlufi*>)«> 

> = 1 0 0 

(3.38) 

where we recognized that the sum was composed of n identical terms and used 
(3.17). If we now assume that S > r 7 so that, with high'probability, we can 
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neglect the interference of the pulse A{s ~ »\) wilh the ends of the interval of 
integration, we may finally average over n, using 

> ™ * ? - ^ (3-39) 

to recover (3.19). 

3.6 CAMPBELL'S THEOREM 

The exact power (3.24) may be split into its mean and fluctuating parts: 

FxW "•= <PxW> + hU), (3.40) 

where, in a given realisation, the fluctuating part Px{s) is ju3t the difference 
between the classical power (3.19) and the instantaneous power. Obviously, '*-
has zero average. 

The manipulations of the previous (section were a. preparation for the proof 
of a generalised version of Campbell's Theoremf3 which in the present context 
givea us an expression for the two-time correlation function of the fluctuating 
part of the radiation power: 

(Px(*)tx{*')} = cNx(9){u3)XtA(s - s% (3.41) 

The importance of this theorem for electron dynamics was first pointed out 
by Sands and a proof may be found in the article of S. Rice in Ref. 33. We 
give a (ess rigorous but simpler proof of a more general result in the following 
subsection. 

One important special case of Campbell's Theorem is the famous Schottky 
formula for shot noise in thermionic tubes; this is important in the Schottky 
scan diagnostics of coasting proton beams and in stochastic cooling theory. In 
thi* case the role of the synchrotron radiation photons is played by the protons 
themselves. The role of the photon energy is taken by the proton charge so there 
is only one random variable in this case. 

For purposes of calculation, it is convenient to take the limit r, —• 0 and 
write (3.41) as 

<Af(*)^r(«,))=««'*W(«,)x/(*--') 

24%/5 (wc) e 

The 5-function expresses the fact that Px(s) and PxW) ar« uncorrelated at 
different times ( o =£ J)'). 
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3.6.1 4 Proof 

To establish the generalised version of C&mpoeH'iJ Theorem, we again con
sider the interval (0, S) and restrict our attention to those realisations in which 
exactly ft photons are emitted. Using (3.24), we take the average of 

» n 
Px[*UWU = c* £ £ > / u * A { a - a j ) A ( a - sk), (3.43) 

which is 

*=!>=! £ 0 0 
CO 

-• I dun fx{uni««)«>«*A(a - a 7)A(a' - 9k). 

(3.44) 

In the double sum we separate the n terms which have j = Jfc and the n(n - 1) 
which have j ^ Jfc to obtain 

• • - / Ai„ /x(«ni-> n)«,"*A(a - *y)A(* - Jt) 
o 

+ c3n(n - 1 ) (« )^ | ^ A ( , - a,) | ^ AfV - a,). 
o o 

(3.45) 
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UBing the result (3.36) for the Poisaon distribution, we can average over n as 
before and push the limits of the integrations over 0 and a' to ±00, 

(Px{»)Px(*'))n = cNx{u%)Xt f d»i A(« - «,)A(»' - «i) 
- 0 0 

) , 00 re 

/" d*i A(« - «!) /" da, A f / - »,) 
- C O - O Q 
^ - _ • " - -

L 1 
CO 

= ctrx(u.*)x. ] **i A(* - «I)A(J' - «,) 
—00 

Finally, we deal with the remaining integral, using the representation (3.26): 

00 so 

/ = J dsi A(«-8 i )A(« ' - Ji) = I <fo A{or)A(s'- a + <r) 
-OO --00 

= - / do A(a - a' + a) 

if Is - s'| > a/2 ; 

(3.47) 

(3.46) 

"I 0, 

h I-L% d" 9ia' ->~<r- a/2)fi(a' - J - J + a/2) otherwise. 

- a / 2 s - s ' a / 2 
Fig. 4 Evaluation of the integral (3.47) 

The integral arising in the second case is evaluated with the help of Fig. 4. The 
integrand is zero everywhere except in the region shown in the figure where it 
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is equal to unity. Taking Account of both cases in (3-47) by means of more 
Hcavtside functions, we therefore have 

/ ;= JL\a - \ s - a'\]6[s' - s - fl/2)6(a' - s + a/2) 

(3.48) 

where, finally, we took the limit a —• 0 with |s' - »\ jt 0 fixed; the last term 
vanishes in the case a = s'. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

3,7 REPRESENTATION OF FLUCTUATING POWER 
In terms of the unit noise souiie, t{a), introduced in (2.12), we can construct 

the principal result of this chapter, a formal representation of the st^.hastic 
ptiwei 

Px W = pVleifcxt*)9 + V5 |6xWI 8 / 8 fW] . (3-49) 

The constants ci and ej arc defined by 

a,, 2r,pg d,f SSr.npg 
" " 3 t m ^ ' ( 3 ~ M v S H * " ( 3 ' 5 0 ) 

These are not "fundamental" constants because they still depend on the Absolute 
value of the bending field in the ring through the reference momentum py. 

With the help of (2.12), it is ea&fty shown that this representation ctxrectly 
reproduces the essential properties (3.19) and (3.42). Statistically, there Is no 
way of distinguishing the conceptual model of discrete random photon emission 
and this formal representation. 

Noting that cj oc h, we see that, in this formalism, the classical radiation 
power has been corrected by a stochastic term of order VS. We also observe that, 
in general, the average radiation power and its quantum fluctuations depend 
nonlinearly on the particle's coordinates through t^e spatial dependences of 
the magnetic field. This can generate interesting no^lineu effects but we shall 
not discuss them here; the interested reader ifc referred to Refs. 8, 6 or 10 for 
further details. 
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3 . 8 SIMULATING PHOTON EMISSION 

Some interesting statistical questions arise when we consider the problem of 
simulating the photon emission process on a c<\- ipuu-r. The principles involved 
in solving this illustrate some important conceptual points concerning distri
bution functions and are a good model for the simulation of other statistical 
phenomena. 

In simulating synchrotron radiation, there are two things which a program 
must decide, namely the time when a photon emission is to occur and, sub
sequently, how much energy the photon in question has to ci.rry away. Thus, 
the two random quantities u} and «y have to be generated with the correct 
distribution. 

3.8.1 Generation af an event 

Let us consider the emission time first, supposing that the program advances 
the time, or azimuth variable, in discrete steps. The correct Poisson distribution 
is easily generated in the following manner: 

Divide each unit of azimuth up into Nxi*)lc cells and then further subdivide 
each cell into Jj steps, where Jj s* 10, say; so the baste time step size will be 
At = Aa/e = l/JVx(a)Jfj The expectation number of photons emitted in one of 
these small steps is then 

At each step, generate a random number R J t uniformly distributed in (0,1); if 
R, < l / / j , an event which has the probability given by (3.5*), then emit a 
photon in this step; otherwise do not. 

To generate the random photon energies correctly, we must firv.t calculate 
the cumulative probability distribution in energy 

*x(u;a) = Pr(uy < u) = J fxW'\*)<tu'. (3-62) 
0 

i.e., the probability that the energy of a given photon falls in the interval [0,u], 
Clearly, *his function is monotonic-increasing with the properties 

**(<>;«) = 0 , lim 4A"(U;S) = 1. (3.53) 
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Generate a second random .number fin, with the same statistical properties as 
(or Ei and solve the equation 

* x ( t i J 3 ) - R . (3.54) 

for the unknown u; this provides an energy value with the correct statistical 
properties. 

The algorithm just described was use*I in the program which generated 
Fig. 3- In practice, of course, the numerical integrations involved in calculating 
the functio t £ » u~j means of (3.52), (3.16) and (3.12) need only be performed 
once to generate a set of numerical values for subsequent interpolation in solving 
(3.5-.). 

The tr\ hnique described here for generating random numbers excording to a 
specific di iribution is quite standard and can be applied to numerous problems; 
as an interesting recent example, it h u been used to simulate photon emis
sion in a regime where the quantum corrections to the synchrotron radiation 
spectrum become significant. 

3.8.2 6 Approximate simulation techniques 

In many simulation programs used in accelerator problems, particularly 
those concerned with single-beam collective effects or the be&m-besm effect, 
the forces under Btudy are localised In a small number of points around the ma
chine. It is common practice in such cases to replace the many random photon 
emission events occurring in a sector, |0, S] of the machine by the emission of a 
single "fat" photon whose energy ia, on average, equal to 

\VB) = f Px{*\**fc (3-55) 
s 

and has a fluctuation whose mean square value ts chot>«n so that the correct 
value for the energy Bpread is obtained. Generally, (3.55) i» expressed as a con
stant (energy loss for a particle on the reference trajectory^ plus terms Hnrar In 
the deviations of the canonical coordinates from those of the reference particle. 
Typically, it is also assumed that the orbital dynamics through the same sector 
of the machine is linear. With these assumptions, the evolution of the dynam
ical variables of the particle can be broken down into two separate mappings, 
one for the orbital dynamics (usually a matrix representation) and one for the 
eynchrotron radiation effects. 

These simplifications allow substantial economies in running time which, 
for programs concerned with many particles and many turns of a large Btorage 
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ring lattice, can be well worthwhile, Indeed it would very often be practically 
impossible to run the simulations otherwise. 

The justification for this procedure can be given in terms ot our stochastic 
representation of synchrotron radiation as follows: 

In a given realization of the electron dynamics in (0, S\, the energy radiated 
can be decomposed into its mean and fluctuating parts: 

Vs 

? S

r . 13.56) 
= J{Px(*))d3 + Jpx[»)d9. 

o r o 

Evidently, (3.55) gave the correct value for the mean energy loss and, with the 
help of (3.40), (3.42) and (2.12), it is easy to see that the r.m.s. value of the 
fluctuation should be 

i 

5 
{Ol)=JNX{s){ui)x,da/c (3.57) 

0 

Usually, the quantity Us is given a gaussian (normal) distribution with mean 
and variance given hy (3.55) and (3.57) respectively. If the nt-tnber of photons 
emitted is very large, 

s 
^ 5 = f Nx{9)d&lO\ (3.58) 

o 

then the Central Limit Theorem can be invoked to guarantee that the special 
form, (3.16), or the photon energy spectrum will be "washed out" when the 
energies of all the individual photons are added and the distribution of Us will 
indeed be-gaussian to a good approximation. 

There are two circumstances in which this common simulation technique will 
be inappropriate: 

a) The number of photons emitted in the lumped sector of the machine is 
small. Thi3 situation can be dealt with by using a more appropriate 
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distribution according to the number of photons, e.Q. in the ct-J of 2 photons 
being emitted, the probability that the sum of their energies lies in a small 
interval [u,ti + AH) is given by the convolution 

o 0 
* * " ( « - » , - t t j ) (3.59) 

o 

(naturally, we define /jcfuie) to be zero for negative u) wMch is quite different 
from a gaussian. When n photons are emitted, we get an n-fold convolution; 
multiple convolution integrals of this form are precisely what one deals with in 
the proof of the Central Limit Theorem (see, e.g., the Appendix of Ref. 55), 

6) If the particle dynamics through the lumped sector of the machine is not 
linear, either through nonlinearities of the lattice or of the dependence 
of the synchrotron radiation properties on the dynamical variables of the 
particle, then the changes caused by the radiation and the other dynamical 
effects cannot be simply superposed. 

The second of these two cases is the main obstacle to the development of a 
**tracking" program for nonlinear orbital dynamics which correctly simulates 
the effect of synchrotron radiation on electrons. Thus, in most dynamic aperture 
studies for electron rings, the radiation effects are simply left out. It is quite 
difficult to achieve even the limited goal of a correct simulation of the determin
istic radiation damping effect in this context. For, if the fluctuations are simply 
left out for lack of an appropriate simulation technique, the longitudinal phase 
space volume of the beam will simply damp away to zero. 

The only truly satisfactory solution to the problem of simulating radiation 
effects on nonlinear motion would be to use the algorithm described at the be
ginning of this section to track particles through every single magnet in the ring. 
Clearly this would greatly increase the running time of any tracking program; 
however it could be (end is) argued that, BUM* electrons need only be backed 
for a few damping times, which may only be a few thaus&nd tarns In a high 
energy machine, the situation is more hopeful than in hadron machines where it 
is difficult to place any a priori upper bound an the number of turns necessary 
in tracking studies. 

« 
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4. ELECTRON DYNAMICS WITH RADIATION REACTION 

It may turn out that the ultimate solution of the dynamic aperture problem 
for electrons may come from an analytical approach, perhaps through improved 
techniques for solving the Voskei-Planek equations, rather than the tracking 
approach which, despite the attendant practical and theoretical problems, has 
become BO widely iu»d. 

In order to establish our notation and conventions we briefly recapitulate 
the Hamiltonian formulation of particle dynamics, which will be familiar to the 

u 44 1% reader from other ktfcona in thh School ' ' 
But Hamilton's equations are not the whole story: the main point of this 

chapter is to add the disaipttive and fluctuating terms which describe the energy 
loss through radiation. The expression for the fluctuating power derived in the 
previous chapter is the essential ingredient for a formulation of electron dynamics 
In terms of stochastic differential equations of the type Introduced and illustrated 
in Chapter 2. 

4.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM AND HAMILTONIAN 

As usual, we employ the curvilinear coordinate system of .Courant and 
Snyder and follow the conventions of most standard optics programs (MAD, ST 

sa TRANSPORT, etc.). 

E.(s)=r.o(s)+xe.yfy-§.y 

r.o?0)=Lo(2tTB) 

Fig. 5 The reference orbit and Cjurant-Snyder coordinate system 

For algebraic simplicity, we assume that the magnets are perfectly aligned 
in the sense that there exists a closed planar reference curve «a(s), passing 
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through all their centra which U also the cJosrf of hit for ft hypothetical reference 
particle of (suitably orientated) constant momcfltoni r* which neither radiates 
nor couples to the RF accelerating fields. There is no &m*culty in incorporating 
a dosed orbit ovriathm from the magnet centre* into what follows; even if there 
is some vertical heading to that thn ting Is not planar, the expressions simply 
become somewhat more cumbersome hut no lest tractable. 

The position of a real particle of kinematic momentum p is then described 
by giving the arimuthai position * of the closest point on this curve and its 
radial and vertical deviations x and y from that point, as nhown in Fig. 5. 

[f we neglect edge effect* So the magnets end use the Coulomb gauge47 then, 
in man; important cases, the fields can be dtr ived from a single scalar function?* 
the canonic*/ vector potential 

Ai[z,ltttfs) = A *e t (I + <?W*i 

+ | * i w(*^ - ?)+^.wo? - 3«s>*)+• - •} M ) 
c^c^t 

+ X* T7* c** - «*)«»(wrft + At). 

The final term describes the fundamental accelerating mode of « net of "thin 
lens" RF cavities with peak voltages #* located at positions «*-, &c IsaMunction, 
periodic on the circumference C = 2xR, Our assumption abo« *• the timed orbit 
of the reference particle implies that the normalised dipole field strength is equ,*! 
to the curvature of the reference orhit; 

(where primes denote derivatives with reapect to «). Following Courant and 
Snyder, ' we take & as independent variable so that {x,y,t) may he taken as 
canonical coordinates and (?*,?», -B) as canonical momenta. The Hamiltoniaii 
of a particle with kinematic momentum p Is 

fft(*iSM>P«.Pp~£{3) = (p + fe/e)A).e,f1 + <?(«)*) 
--(c/e)A*t>,y,t,«) (4.3) 

- (1 4- G(*)*) Jg*fO> - mV - p | -p* . 

The term m V in the square root causes some formal complications later; in 
hadron machines these give rise to the phenomenon of transition energy and are 
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related to the velocity of the particle. Since we are working with ultra-ielatrvistie 
electrons {v =* c), we do not wish to be concerned with these. Before going any 
father, it is therefore convenient to replace the energy, S% by the magnitude 
of the total momentum p; thb requires a canonical tranatbrmation of one pair 
of variables, 

(l,-B)>-(*t,p), (4.4) 
effected by meane of the generating function, 

fi(p»0 - -elVp' + mV, (4.S) 

and resulting in the new ffoaiitoniaa 

ff(*,S,*,Ps,P*,p;«) = ~^At (s,»,*(zi,p),a) - fl + <?(«}*) 0 > a - Pi - p\> 

The new canonical variables are related to the old by 

zt = -et^/l - m*t<jE* M 
=* - {instantaneous velocity} x (tine particle passes a). 

i.e. z* is not immediately related to the path length, except while the energy la 
constant. 

4.1.1 Hamilton's equations 

Writing out Hamilton's equations explicitly, we find 

*' = (1 + Gz) . H * (i + <?*)&, 

V* « (1 + (?*) . * * (I + (?*)&, (4.6) 

for the coordinates and 

Pi = -«(P - To) - W(GS + Ki)x - |mJTs(as* - P>) + •» , 

Pi = PoKiy + jPaKizs + • • •. (4,9) 

P* = - S3 —*cl* ~ «*)«n(«*»l/« + Ak)> 
* e 
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for the momenta. Our purpose in writing these out is not to revise the fundamen
tals of aingle-pMlicle dynamics but tc exhibit the dependence on the canonical 
momenta. In particular the factors ?i, y/p in the expressions for x' and y' are 
very important for the correct evaluation of the radiation damping effects. 

In these variable*, the reference momentum po factors out of all terms in II 
except those describing the cavitiea. Thus, particle motion in magnets will be 
"geometric", depending only on 6 = ( p - po)/po ami not on the mass or absolute 
value of p. No approximation was made here so this Hamiltonian can juet as 
well be used for hadron machines with the same benefits, e.g. in constructing 
a particle-tracking program, the algorithms for tracking through magnets will 
be simplified. 

The price paid far these advantages comes through the more complicated 
expression of the time-dependence of At in (4.6). There, t{zt,p) denote* the 
solution of (4.7) for t in terms of zt and p. This does not matter much since the 
motion of Vi*gh energy electron!, is extreme-relativistic and the third argument 
of A, in (4.6) may be set equal to —Zi/c Similarly, we can use the excellent 
approximation 

l ' w ( l + Ga:)/c (4.10) 

Let ua recall also the definition of the normalised magnetic field strength b in 
(3.8). 

4.2 RADIATION REACTION FORCES 

Knowing all the essential properties of the synchrotron radiation, we can 
include its effect on the motion of the electrons by adding radiation reaction 
forces to (4.9). As a prelude to formulating the correct expressions for these 
forces, we first consider a single photon emission event. 

Since r, is short, the emission of a photon of energy u,- at azimuth » = 6$ 
(when t = tjt say) will produce an abrupt change in the momentum but leave the 
particle at the same position in space—the particle cannot move instantaneously. 
At high energy the opening angle of the beam of radiation is 

flmw a- ~ =i 0-26mrad at it) = lGeV. (4.1?) 

The 3-inomcnUira vtctor Vj/c = Ujp/pe of the photon is therefore almost 
collincar wvith the particle's momentum p. By applying momentum conserva
tion, we can evaluate the changes in th« canonical momenta. We are neglecting 
a minute increase in »i due to the small reduction in the velocity of the elec
tron fsee (4.7)) and a small momentum exchange with virtue] photons of the 
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guide field. The Litter momentum exchange can be found by applying energy 
conservation and is approximately60 

lti fmc\d u 

Calculating the change In each canonical momentum variable in its turn, we find 

UjPa _ Uy x' Mi* ' 

Consider a time-interval surrounding the moment of photon emission; let It be 
BD short that the probability of more than one photon being emitted can be 
neglected. Then we know that the energy of the emitted photon has to be equai 
to the time-integral of the fluctuating radiation power (3.24), 

a, = / ft(«) dsfc (with probability -+ t as c ~* 0 + ) , (4.U) 

and W6 may reinterpret {4.13) as stochastic differential equations (or, if we like, 
finite difference equations) 

dp = -PX{*) <tt/c = -Px(»)fd»/c = - f t ( - W ds/e* + (J(T>) da, 
dp, = - f t W ( * 7 0 dtfr3 = - f t («)*' d»/e\ {4M) 
dp, - 'PxWMdtff = -fttajy'rfa/c 1 . 

To complete the equations of motion, wc m v t restore the forces due to the 
direct action of the external fields given by Hamilton's equations, *' = BHf dpa, 
etc. Assembling everything, we have 

, dH , dH Px(a) dH 
3p, p'~ $x r 3->n' 

, dH , dH ft(«) «>-
" 3p r ' *"» dy e* dp,' 

, dH , dH Px(«)dH 
* " * ' 

p ~ " dzx c* dp' 

(4.18) 
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The Hamiltonian part of these equations has already been written out explicitly 
m (4.8) and (4.9), hut it ia instructive to look at the radiation terms in detail: 

This also serves to define the radiation coupHnr functions tlx. Up and IT(. 
Notice the interesting dependence of the radiation terms on the canonical 

momenta: in the radial and vertical phase planes, the factora of 1/p to which 
we drew attention in (4.8) have cancelled a factor of p in the expression (3.49) 
for Px{s)> But this has not occurred in the longitudinal direction. Thin has 
some important consequences which are embodied in Rabinson'a Theorem on 
the damping partition numbenj. ' 

Fig. 6 "Feynmwi diagrams" corresponding to (4.17). 

01 In a heuristic semi-classical picture, not proper quantum electrodynamics, 
the interpretation of (4.17) would associate the Hamiltoman terms with the 
(firsl-o;der) scattering of the electron off the virtual photons of the guide field. 
The radiation terms are associated with the (eecond-order) absorption of a vir
tual photon and its subsequent re-emission ad a real photon (see Fig. 6). Thta 
association is manifested when the canonical variables are divided through by 
i/k and the electric charge e is eliminated in favour of the fine structure constant 
D - t3fht. 
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Averaged over time, the T&tJmtfon tame are small, Although at the moment 
when & photon in radiated, they may dominate the equations of motion. Classical 
treatments * of radiation reaction and radiation damping effects assume that, 
in the rest frame of the particie, the radiation reaction can be represented as a 
continuous force, smalt in comparison to the Lorentz force acting on the particle. 

4.3 ROBINSON'S THEOREM AND GENERALIZATIONS 

In an important early paper, Robinson proved an elegant theorem concern
ing the damping rates of the normal modes of oscillation around the equilibrium 
orbit in circular electron accelerators. 

The principal application of this theorem is nowadays found in a technique 
known as damping partition number variation. When we discuss this in a later 
section we eha** see in detail how Robinson's theorem is satisfied in the repre
sentation of el.•••.tron motion that we shall be using. However the theorem is 
rather more general than will be evident From this derivation alone so we shall 
pause here to give a more general and very much simpler proof, based on our 
formulation of the electron equations of motion (4.16). 

Since these equations are local and contain the quantum fluctuations of the 
instantaneous radiation reaction forces, we shall actually deduces result which is 
more general than that given by Robinson. Another difference, which simplifies 
the proof somewhat, is that we avail ourselves of the power of Hamiitontan 
mechanics. 

The equations of motion (4.16) can be regarded as defining ft flow in the 
6-dimensional phase space of an electron in a storage ring. In thr absence of 
the radiation terras this Row would be incompressible and have ether invari
ants associated with the symplectic structure of a Hamiltonian system, These 
invariants are of coarse completely independent of the particular canonical co
ordinates which we use for -JUT calculations; they may be evaluated in terms of 
X = {z,y,zt,pi,pv,p)t or any other set. Similarly, if the radiation terms cause 
any of these invariants to change, then the rate of change of any invariant of the 
underlying Ilamiltonian system can be calculated in terms of any set of canoni
cal variable*. Let us therefore calculate the total dissipation rate for our system; 
this is defined to be the (fractional) rate of change of phase-spate volumes i.e., 
the divergence of the Saw. This gives an invariant measure of the extent to 
which Liouvllle's theorem is violated. 

If we write f.4,16) in the suggestive hydrodynamk form 

X ' = V ( X ) , (4.18) 
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then the components of the local flow velocity ate given by the right-hand rides 
of (-4.16) and we may directly compute the divergence 

VX dp,\ c J dp,) 9pv \ e a dp,) 

" «> \ dp\ &P\ dp7 ) 
2Pxja)dH 

c*p dp' 

where wc recognized that, by virtue of Hamilton's equations, all the terms whirh 
do not contain Px(s) must cancel each other (Liottville's theorem}. W« also took 
advantage! of the fact that Px(»), written out in (3.49), is directly proportional 
to p2 and indepen lent of p s and py. 

Since wc want this proof to be as general a? possible, we shall compute 
the derivatives in (4.19) in terms of the exact Hamillonian (4.6). The anlv 
part of this which might give ua some trouble is the vector potential term, and 
this only insofar as it depends on the total momentum p through its functional 
dependence on t[zt,p)- However these terms only matter if there exist values 
of s for which the Hamiltonian is time-dependent (e.jj- an RF cavityj and tor 
which the magnetic field (hence F;r(a)) does not vanish. Since the synchrotron 
radiation induced by the oscillating magnetic fields in RF cavities is normally 
negligible and RF cavities are not placed in regions of static magnetic field, these 
terms may be neglected for all practical purposes. 

We are left with the evaluation of the terms arising from the kinematic part 
of (4.6), i.e. the square root of a quadiatic form in the momenta. This Is quite 
straightforward: we have, e.g. 

and when we assemble all the terms (taking due care over the sign change in the 
longitudinal component of V), we get 

V x • V = -(1 + C{a)z) 4 *f rM (4.21) 
**fe-p%~p\ 
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This gives the phase space compression with respect to our independent variable 
a. To express it in terms of time t as independent variable, as Robinson did, 
we simply have to derive an exact expression far i* from the Courant-Snyder 
Hamiltonian (4.3), 

I ' - t l + g M * ) J * 0 0 7 * ' . <«2) 

Effecting the change of independent variable, we have, for the rate of change of 
phone space volumes with respect to time, the simple expression 

Conventionally, the total damping rate is defined to be one-halt of the negative 
or the rate nf rh&nge of phase-space volumes (this is readily seen by looking 
at the definition of the damping rate for the standard textbook example of a 
damped harmonic oscillator) and is therefore given by 

aiei - -SftrW/S. H-24) 

This is the promised generalization of Robinson's theorem. It holds loc&ity st 
every point on the circumference of the machine and the only restriction on 
its validity is the one given above, that synchrotron radiation is not emitted 
in places where the externally applied fields are time-dependent (or that such 
effects are small). No kinematic approximations were made in deriving it. 

By virtue of the underlying aymplectic structure of the phase space, it fol
lows that this quantity will be invariant under all canonical transformations to 
new sets of coordinates and momenta—provided the independent variable is not 
transformed. In addition, since It refers to factional changes in phase space 
volume, it continues to hold after any reseating of some of the variables which 
preserves the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion (we mention this 
since we shall do some such reacaTinga later). 

In particular we can deduce that, when we later find a canonical transfor
mation to the normal modes of particle motion in the neighbourhood of an 
equilibrium orbit, then the damping rates of these modes must satisfy this sum 
rule. This applies even if one or two of the modes are anti-damped (i.e. unstable 
by virtue of radiation effects). 

The power Px(*) appearing in (4.21) is the full fluctuating power so we 
really now have a version of Robinson's theorem which takes account of quantum 
fluctuations. We can use H, for example, to evaluate the change in emittances 
when a single photon is emitted. 
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Robinson's version of the theorem may be recovered by averaging this result 
around the ring with the fartker assumption that the totaJ energy lost by toe 
particle « sm&il compared to it» total energy E. Then, if we define the total 
energy loss per tarn as 

UR 
V = f FxW<U, (4.25) 

o 
we find the approximate result 

Qtot *ZVfo/S, for U/E <£. 1. (4.26) 

This is the original version of Robinson's theorem. 

4.3.1 4 iorente-fii variant Robinson theorem 

From (4,21) it is possible to derive a Lorentz-invariant version of Robinson'a 
theorem. This is a simple natter of the transformation from the time in the 
laboratory f. ame of reference into th« proper time for the particle. The rate of 
change of laboratory time with respect to proper time is 

and therefore the damping rate of phase space coordinates with respect to proper 
time is 

fti-Sfttrt«—^r~, (4-28) 

which is manifestly a Lorer.ts scalar since both the radiation power and the mass 
or the particle arc invariant under Lorcntz transformations. 

Put into words, this says that the rate of compression of phase-apace volume 
with respect to the particle's proper time is equal to 4 timea the radiation power 
measured in unita of the partick's rest energy. Conversely, the factor of E which 
appears in (4.24) or (4.26) can be seen as arising from a Lorentz transformation. 
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5. CLOSED ORBIT AND NORMAL MODES 

In equations (4.16) we have a complete description of electron motion under 
the combined influences of the applied electromagnetic fields and synchrotron 
radiation. Although much of their physical content ta evident, the dynamical 
variables are coupled in complicated ways so that these equations are not the 
most suitable for practical calculations. 

Indeed we know, from the theory of beam optics, that a better way to 
describe particle trajectories ta in terms of the three normal modes of linearised 
motion around the closed orbit in phase space. In the process one Introduces 
a number of optical functions (dispersion, ^-functions and the like), defined 
at each point of the circumference. These functions are determined by the 
magnetic structure of the storage ring and also determine the frequencies of 
the linear modes. In a planar ring, with no skew magnetic elements, such as 
we have assumed, the normal modes of linearised motion are the betatron and 
synchrotron oscillations. 

In the coordinates (z, y,Z|), the Hamiltonian contains linear coupling terms 
between r and p due to the spectrometer effect of the (horizontal) bending mag
nets, but these may be eliminated by introducing the dispersion functions. The 
main point in describing this here is to show how the energy loss by synchrotron 
radiation is coupled into the transverse oscillations through these functions, 

We shall make the customary canonical transformation whereby the total 
momentum is replaced, in the list of variables, by its deviation from the refer
ence value po- In a less customary refinement we shall then further split this 
momentum deviation into two components fi» and £', &, will define an off-energy 
closed orbit and € will be the canonical momentum for synchrotron oscillations, 
It is important to keep this distinction clear. 

5.1 DISPERSION FUNCTIONS 

To simplify the Haroillonian (4,6) we neglect higher order kinematic terms 
in the transverse momenta and In the momentum deviation 6; more explicitly, 
we approximate the square root term by 

(1 + Gx)y/p>-pl~% « (1 + Gx)p - £ i i & + • • • • (5-1) 

Then we perform a simple reseating of the Hamiltonian and canonical momenta 
with the constant value po'. 

H~Hi= H/PQ, pt*-* P%~ Px/pa, >S2s 
P*-» r = Jj/po Py *-* Pf - Pt/POt 
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Aftw these, manoeuvres, all the momenta are dimensionlces and the canonical 
coordinates and the independent variable all have dimensions of length; the 
EUmiUaataa w 

F' + P 1 

Hltz,p,«<,?>«,PnPi4) « -CstP - I) + - ^ p - 1 

+ £ ^ + jK.lx1 - p») + ^ [ * * - W ) + - - -

- V —-6c[» - «*) cas[wrfn/c + fa). 

(5.3) 
One way of loofeittg at the dispersion function 17 is to think of it as & device which 
eliminates the linear coupling; appearing in the first term of (5-3). To thfe extent, 
its definition is universal. By allowing it to depend on momentum, however, it is 
possible to da away with some higher-order couplings at the same time; such an 
approach is very useful in nonlinear optics studies when synchrotron motion is 
neglected, e.o, for hadron colliders where the synchrotron oscillation tune is so 
small that p can be taken as a constant. There are at least two ways of setting 
up this dependence. 

In an electron ring, on the other hand, the value of p oscillates relatively 
rapidly although atilt much more slowly than the transverse coordinates. Nev
ertheless p must certainly be included as a dynamic*) variable and it appears at 
first sight that the simplest approach would be to define *) with respect to the 
reference momentum po; indeed thU is the "ideal" dispersion function printed 
out by most optica programs. From the analytical point of view, this has the 
advantage that the Hamittoniui does not depend on a canonical momentum 
through functions which can only be calculated (and, eventually, differentiated) 
numerically, From the experimental point of view there is the convenience of a 
direct measure of the deviation of the off-momentum equilibrium orbits from the 
reference closed orbit, here presumed to pass through the reference points of the 
beam position monitors at the centres of the magnet apertures. This dispersion 
function will be denoted n(D,e) in what follows. 

We shall see that, depending ati the precise vatu* of the RF frequency, the 
equilibrium momentum of the beam may not he equal to Po; synchrotron oscil
lations will then take place around a slightly different value of th« momentum 
which we shall denote an po(l +• $,), with 6, <C 1. In electron ring theory, then, 
a compromise definition of r? as a function of it seems the moat useful, The dis
persion n(j«,j) and Its conjugate function {-(£<,«) may be introduced hy means 
of a canonical transformation 
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{x,y,a,, Px, P„ P) ^ (3tfit v,i,pu,p,,,e) (S.4J 

of the type whose generating function, 

+ (» + « .+ «)[*»+ * ( • ) ) • l ' 

depends on the new momenta and the old toordtnhtes. 

Here ZQ[S), ?(£., A) and ?(*i,a) are to be interpreted u unspecified functions 
of 9. We are at liberty to choose them as we will but natural choices will emerge 
in due course. In order to take proper account of chromatic effects In cues 
where the equilibrium value of p is other than po, they have also been allowed to 
depend parametrieally on the constant 6,. Later wa shall show how the value of 
6, is determined naturally by the RF frequency, When tho equations of motion 
are constructed from the new Hamiltonlan there is no need to differentiate n or 
f with respect to St. 

According to the familiar rules,37 the relations between the old and new 
coordinates and momenta arc (riven by 

dF2 P = d F % - » 

de °*t 
= zt + Z0[s) - Wp + fxp + TJS{6I + «), 

and the new Hamilton Ian is 
(5.6) 

# 3 = Hx + ^ ~ - H - pp{$, + cW + [X0 + »(«, + f J] (6, + «J<'. (5.T) 

The epl ;ttinij o f the radial displacement * into to betatron and "energy" compo
nents should be familiar. It is perhaps less well-known that, In order to preserve 
the canonical structure (eymplecticity), one must also use a new longitudinal co
ordinate, z, which takes account of local changes in the length of the particle** 
orbit due to its betatron and synchrotron oscillations. Since we have assumed 
no vertical bending and a perfect machine there is BO vertical dispersion and 
the transformations in the \f-p9 phase plane are trivial* 
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Expressing the new Hamiltonian Wj in terms or the new coordinates, we can 
eliminate coupling terms linear in xp by imposing the conditions 

^ - ^ = - ^ = 0 for if = p* = v = p, =* z = c = U. (6.8) 
oxp apfi 

Writing these out explicitly, we find that 17 and f mint satisfy a pair of Brat-order 
differential equations and a periodicity condition, 

which ore nothing but the familiar equations defining the dispersion function. 
The separate notation for f (**,.») has been retained In order to show that (5.9) 
can themselves be derived from a Hamiltonian. To avoid confusion with other 
systems of notation, we sttesa again, that 4« «pp*a» as a parameter and that 
primes denote differentiation with respect to 4. 

A common practical means of determining these functions for a range of 
values of 6, is to expand them as 

n(fi„s) = Tj0(s) J- nt(*)6, + . . . , f(6 1 (a) = (&(a) + (1(4)6, +• . . , , (5.10) 

and equate coefficients of 6, in the equations (6.9). Then each function may be 
evaluated once and for all, independently of 6t, 

Since the canonical transformation was linear, we can work out the new 
equation* of motion from (4-11) and (5,6) with little trouble: 

In mare complicated cases we would need the analogue of the transformation 
formulae given in (2.54). 

Defining an effective quadrupolc gradient for a particle with the reference 
momentum at the position of the off-rnomentom orbit, 

ki(S..*) = KiU) + j!T3(«)9(4..«)«i (5.12) 
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we find, after a good deal of algebra, exploiting the cancellations implied by 
(5.8) and dropping several constant terms, that the Haimttonian ia 

ffi(x„.i;t*,Pp,rf ,c;») = \ I j ~ - (C?* + *i)»M [6. + e)7 

+ [ZM ~l]c+ gifc<* - 6,/2)(6. + c)* 

+ 2(l+<?,) + 2 

Y pawn 

X cos { ^ [z - Z0{a) + qpp - ix/t - wfa + e) + fa] j . 
(5.13) 

5.2 LOCAL SYNCHROTRON MOTION 

Although the terms describing betatron motion arc simplified, the local for
mulation of synchrotron motion appears fairly complicated. However we recall 
that, in order to avoid dangerous synchro-betatron coupling effects, storage rings 
are now usually designed to make the dispersion functions vanish at the locations 
of the EtF cavities: 

it**) s £(•**) = Oi for each k. (5-14) 

(In practice, of course, imperfections will usually create son>e horizontal and 
vertical dispersion in the cavities.) Then, thanks to the ^-functions, the phase 
or the cosine describing the RF waveform simplifies to 

*(».•)-—I*-JSo(*)+*H|. (SIS) 
c 

and we have succeeded in eliminating all coupling effects between the longitu
dinal and transverse motions. We remain free to choose the function Zo[o) to 
our best advantage. Analogy with (5,8) suggests that we should impose the 
condition 

^Sl = Q far £„ = p* = y = pv « * = e = 0. (5.16) 
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To interpret this physically, we note that (In the absence of radiation effects) 
the change i.i « around an orbit will be 

*(2wff) - *(0) = f x*4* m j ^ «*s, (5.17) 
© a 

and th* condition (5.19) determines a eWft lit the origin of phase apace to a 
fixed point of the mapping which describes the evolution of the phase apace 
coordinate!, aver one turn. Furthermore this must hold true at every point on 
the circumference. In other words, we have made the canonical transformation 
to a reference frame moving with the synchronous particle. 

Working out (5,16) explicitly,, we find that the effects of the sextupcle terms 
in the longitudinal part of the Hamiltonian cancel, leaving ua with 

{iT*. iCft + kt)n*} * + * w " ' " °" | 5 1 8 ) 

Integrating thb, we are led to 

.Zo(*) • ~*J + 9 - d J T{B*, ») da, (5.19) 
0 

where zt b & constant, related to the stable phase angle. The local path length 
slippage function is defined by 

In the following subsection we provide details of the Fourier analysis of this 
function. It turns out that its average value is just the negative of the momentum 
compaction factor, at. By suitably averaging the Hamiltonian around the ring 
we shall construct the smooth approximat/on to synchrotron motion from this 
local description. 
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5.2.1 Equilibrium momentum 

Neglecting some unimportant sextupol* terms* the HaraUtoniaa for local 
synchrotron motion is now 

yPowrf (Ml ) 

XC03 J!K(MM-^ + af/rt*.*)*+*i}. 
Again, the Hamiltonian has to be periodic ilk a\ 

//,(*,*,* + 2*R) » if,[r,c ta). (5.22) 

Prom this condition it follows that the argument of the cosine must advance by 
an integer multiple of 2TT per revolution. In the limit 6t -» 0, the RF frequency 
ia an integer multiple of the revolution frequency on the reference orbit; 

w r f * 25T/rf • Zxhfo • -£, (<S# • 0), (5,23) 

where /> is called the harmonic number Therefore (5.22) is equivalent to 

nit 
r (2**) + ̂  j r{stt*}4* 

c * * (5.24) 

showing that the equilibrium momentum of the beam may be Adjusted by making 
small shifts of the RF frequency. 

W« ehall come ',- vk to (5.24) after w« fififitysa the terms In (5.21) individually. 
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5,2.2 ji Local moaunttan compaction 

Saying that the synchrotron, tune is email means that a single synchrotron 
oscillation takes many turns of the machine. The largest synchrotron tones axe 
realised En large machines like LBP and are of the order of Oil- To eunpKfy 
die description of this motion* we shall make «. Fourier decomposition of the 
Hamlttoniaft on thecimunfcienca sad retain only the most slowly-varying terms. 

From (6.21) the "kinetic energy*1 of synchrotron oscillntionv is given by the 
term 

where w« used (5.9), We make a Fourier analysis of the function 

H M - £ T»WMlR, (5.26) 

where the coefficients will be given by 

0 

Integrating by puts twice and using periodicity arguments, we eee that 

ItA 

r-ft)- VIM - - ^ | / *«*•) ra^ + ow] «*»"**. <5.ae) 
0 

In particular, the constant term b simply 

0 
* -o«(»V), 

whew «<(oV) b called the momeatum compaction factor. Like the dkn>enk» 
functions, a* may be expanded in powera of t„ Generally,«« < 1-
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Ncgkct of this higher h&rmaafo of r&,« ) (and the RF voltage terms) gives 
the smooth approximatioB. in addition, aimple Mating srfUDMat* show that the 
first term in the integral (5.2ft) is much entailer than the second. 

Torimphrjr the anarysta of the RF voltage distribution we define the function 

* 
£($,,t) = - f T(Stto) do, (6JO) 

o 

which gives the increase in path length per unit momentum deviation $, in the 
sector or the ring between azimuths 0 and 9. 

5.2.3 4» Effective RF v0H*ge 

The Fourier analysis or the RF voltage term in (6.21), may be mada by 
substituting the identity 

and expanding the cosine into complex exponentials. The result la 

(5.32) 
Bearing in mind the r6lc of the RF harmonic number, we recognise that nearly all 
the terms in the expansion are rapidly oscillating functions of the independent 
variable « and will not produce significant average effects on the b<tam. The 
terms which do count are those in which the s-dependenee can be made to 
cancel from the arguments of the exponentials. From (5.23), it follows that 
there ore precisely two of these, namely the term with n •= +A in the tot group 
and that with n = -A in the second. Happily, these two terms combine to 
reassemble a slowly-varying cosine function; 

(5,33) 



We separate the function E into a contribution from the n ^ 0 term in (5.26] 
and a remainder. 

L[6„s} = at(6t)a + Z{6„s) 

where, by virtue of (S.25) and (5.26), 

3«R 

£(*«.«) = E^/ r t f i " f f ) s i n [ nfa - o) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

Then (treating the two terms in (5.34) differently with respect to the original 
(-functions) the j-<l<;pendence cancels and the argument of the coeine becomes 

hsk h(z + zt) h6, + l c . (5.3G) 

It is clear Lbat for the most efficient use of the RF system {we ignore all collective 
effects here) we should choose the relative phases of the cavities according to 

it—I n 

sin * — — 
R 

da, (5.37) 

so that (5.32) finally simplifies to 

2»pceA. 

The total effective peak voltage is 

COS I m) (5.38) 

(5.39) 
ft 

which in dearly the greatest value it can have. 

5 ,3 OFF-MOMENTUM CLOSED ORBIT 

By means of the smooth approximation, we have replaced an arbitrary set 
of discrete, but properly phased, cavities with h periods of a standing wave, 
distributed over the whole circumference of the (off-momentum) equilibrium 
orbit. 
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Writing fa = hfo + A/rf, wc may write the familiar linearised version of 
(5.24), 

* . * TrrtT^1. (5-40) 

and exhibit the dependence of the average radius of the equilibrium orbit on the 
momentum compaction factor: 

af — = fi(l+fte(6l)«i) (5-41) 

* zdf. = ae{Bt)-
In the previous two subsections it was shown that, in smooth approximation, 
(5.13) may be replaced by the simplified Hamiltonlar) 

H3{x0lV,2tpp,pv,£;s) = - ^ - - JL—coa(h(z + zt)/X.) 

+ i | t j ( * | -3 j : f l | f ' l . 6 
Including the radiation reaction effects, the equations of motion are given by 
(fi.l 1) with H3 substituted for Hj. To make the radiation terms explicit, we have 
to work forward through the chain of variable substitutions from the original 
forms of II, and Tit M functions of (z,p,s). These operations are deferred to 
the next section. 

First however, it is natural to make a further repealing or the momenta with 
respect to pt = po(I -f 6,)t the momentum of the equilibrium orbit, instead of 
the reference momentum po. Thus, if we make the substitutions 

Hs -* BA = H3f(l + M Pg~P, = P,/{l+6.) 
Ps >-» Pp = P^/(l + M «*-+« = e/(l + $,) 

and define renormalized gradient and momentum compaction functions: 

= cw + m _ Kj{s) 

1+6, KM'iTT. (5.44) 
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we can include longitudinal and transverse momentum-dependent effects in a 
rcitorniaiized' Hamittonian which takes the simple form 

i f * cv 

+ gK,(4 - 3xpi/*}-

Having achieved this simplification, we can now drop the tildes on the quantities 
introduced in (5.43) and (5.44); it will only be necessary for us to remember to 
substitute p» for p$ in some of the expressions for the radiation effects. 

The physical significance of this last transformation was to shift our point of 
reference from the original centred reference orbit to the true equilibrium orbit 
determined by the RP frequency. All momenta are now scaled with respect 
to p„ the equilibrium momentum en this orbit instead of pg. Of course the 
scaling could have been made in (5.2) by using p* instead of po but the physical 
motivation would not have been obvious at that point and the algebra or the 
separation of the total momentum deviation into 6t and Z would have been 
somewhat more complicated. 

5.-3, i' 6 Relation to transit/on energy 

The formulation of synchrotron motion given here may appear to have some
how neglected the possibility of the revolution frequency** increasing with mo
mentum as it docs helow transition energy. Indeed electron storage tings ore 
always above transition but this appearance is only a consequence of our having 
used s, and not time t, as independent variable. The phenomena associated 
with transition energy can indeed be recovered from (5,42) when the increase 
in lime taken to cover a greater orbit length due to a moTwmtum deviation is 
exactly compensated by the greater velocity of the particle on that orbit. When 
the transformation of independent variable is made, including some higher order 
terms in (4,10), the velocity (and hence the familiar 7""1 factor) enters explicitly. 
A canonical traniformatfon then restores variabk sign in the coefficient of c*. 
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5.4 BETATRON MOTION 

To study the transverse beam dynamics with rcdlation, wo first select the 
terms constituting the Hamiltonian for linear betatron motion from (5,4$) 

nl _L „J 

ttfii*0,V.Pi!*Pt\*) ~ P j - ~ 1 + \[K,*} + ffV 3 ) (5.48) 

where the sextupola terma have been dropped since, for the remainder of our 
discussion we shall not concern ourselves with chromatic or nonlinear effects, 

Substituting Hp for 7/j, the equations of motion are given by (5,1V) corrected 
for our last reseating: 

*> = B-p- + n ( «/ e . P'0~ - ^ + (n, + iTtf ) W / { P J C ) , 

5.4.1 Acd'on-angfe variables 

Action-angle variables For the Hamiltonian are obtained through a canon
ical transformation which introduces the 8- and a-functions of Courant and 
Snyder M ' E B : 

The generating function for this transformation is 

S(iJ>t,x/s} = - —£--{01,(5) +tan^(t t s ,a )} 

- 2#-7^{«y(s) + tftn^t^,,*)}, 

where we have defined two phase functions depending on the phases \f J | F and a: 

a 

Note that the actual dynamical variables are 0i, y and that $>«,, are just 
convenient auxiliary functions. 
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Solving the transformation equations, we can express the old coordinate* in 
terms of the new; the results are the familiar expressions 

*$ - \/20xi*)h cos 4>, (#, , 4), 

Pfi = - J jTjr{«*W«»**llk»*) + Bin<M^ I,s)}, 

y (5.51) 

j 27, 
V P*\a> 

Provided we choose the arbitrary functions a,,T(»), 0 r | I (*) to be the periodic 
solutions of the differential equations 

<*«,» = - # , , / * . < , - **.*/».,» - « , + 1)//? S |„ (5.52) 

the coefficients of the terms in cos(2<J«if) and aitt(2^El«) in the new Hamiltonian 
will vanish. Provided also that we choose the constants vs,t to be the betatron 
tunes, 

'^-s/sSiy t5-53) 

0 
the a-dependence of the of the Hamiltonian for linear betatron motion is elimi
nated and we have, simply, 

ffB(0„ rl>¥, U, It) = v,hlR + v,If/R. (5.54) 

In (2.54) we gave the rules for transforming dtosipative terms alongside a canon
ical transformation with generating function of type S(Q, q). Applying them is 
a straightforward but tedious exercise In matrix algebra, best carried out with 
the help or a computer algebra program. When all is said and done we have the 
equations of motion: 

p$c 
(s.s$) 
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Note that, apart from dtssipative terms, the phase variable increases linearly 
with a. The usual description in terms of a betatron phase advance {izjfa), 
with u'3it = l/0*,»» w absorbed into the definition of the variables; tills trick 
allowed us to eliminate a from the Hamiltonian. 

5.5 CODPLED MOTION WITH RADIATION 

The absence of vertical dispersion means that the radiation terms have a 
much smaller effect in the vertical plane. Although unintentional vertical dis
persions are generally small from the point of view of beam optica in a machine 
which has been designed to be planar, this may not be the ease when one consid
ers radiation effects. In practice there is always some e-y coupling, eg, through 
a skeTY-quadrupole component. This couples quantum excitation effects from 
the horizontal plane into the vertical. ' 

In a coupled machine, the normal modes of betatron motion are no longer 
horizontal and vertical oscillations and must be found before the transformation 
to appropriate action-angle variables via coupled ^-functions etc. Although this 
process is straightforward in principle, there axe practical difficulties in knowing 
how m«jth coupling there is in a ring since the main sources of coupling are 
usually accidental. Statistical studies with programs such aaPETROS 6 1 are one 
tool for analysing such effects. Another interesting approach to linear radiation 
effects in coupled machines uses a matrix formalism without knowledge of the 
coupled dispersion functions 

Since the coupled theory is beyond the scope of these lectures we shall say 
little more about the vertical plane and concentrate on the horiiontal where, 
even in the presence of errors, we usually know a good approximation to the 
dispersion function. 

Further complications arise in cases where the longitudinal sad transverse 
oscillation* are strongly coupled, e.g. when the assumption (R \1) is invalid. 

6. RADIATION DAMPING 

The deterministic parts of the equations (5,11) show, first of all, that aW three 
of the canonical momenta are directly damped by photon emission. Secondly, 
the* appearance of the longitudinal coupling function TTi in the radial betatron 
equations shows that further dissipatjve effects are due to the dispersion function 
coupling the longitudinal damping into the radial phase space. In thn chapter 
w- discuss the radiation damping effects due to the average radiation reaction 
force in detail; the next chapter will include the fluctuations. 
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6.1 DAMfiNO M IOKGITQD1NAL PttASB 8PACB 

To study Uw effects of radiation on the longitudinal phase space in smooth 
approximation, we » l t^ a p^ » y * p, a o and work from (4.17), (&.«). 
($-11) and (M2). Carrying through the changes of variable*, we Bod tint th» 
deterministic parte of the equations of synchrotron motion ers 

0 

2 , . 
MM en •vtrie* 

All the dluipatlve terms average out In smooth approximation, except the one 
which appears in the equation for c'. This turn Is simply related to the average 
energy low. Integrating the definition of Hi contained in (4.16) and (4.17), we 
And Ihnl 

IrR lift 

Po J (Tit) ds - J (Px(*)><' d* - V(6t + c) (6.2) 
0 D 

It the average energy of a particle with total momentum po(l + t, + e) during 
one turn or the ring. 

The normalised magnetic field strength at a displacement z in the median 
plane is 

6(11.0,s) - 0[t) + K\ {*)* + \KMzx + • • • (6.3) 

Tnking Into account the energy lost in the lattice dipoles and quadrupotes, we 
can write out the first few terms In the expansion of the expectation value in 
powers of A, and e: 

V(6t ¥ e) t enfc J d» {I + (t + <?(*)«)(«, + €)}«i6(»(«; *e),Q,-)* 

*• eiliff ( A + M * * + 'l) + *(«» + Jf)+ 

M? + &*)(/, + */« + /«) + 0(e')}. 

To simplify the notation, the orguments of n have been suppressed and we 
have used the definitions of the synchrotron radiation integrals It, I« and fa 
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Definition Eaton? late: 

! ,=£•*©•* mommMm cwnpwtloB fetter 

h-ff&to untgjr km, energy a|>md, dvnptag tiow, tmlttemew, 
eampfog partition nnntbtr* 

h = C*&*\*> enttgy epmd, pohrintfon tiaw, petatiMfai tmj 

/:* = £**<?»<** potirifktloft l»v«l 

I< = fi'R[G* + 2Kx)Gr,di «itr|7 «pfi»d, imlUtnctt, damping pwtiilen numbm 

/ | = J B

, r R | G p X J * tmlttuei 

Ja. = X?*" *rf Ji. «(• energy leu In qutdrupolii, nanlinm ridi.ulsu damping 

Wo""*?*1* damping pwtillea number variiUan 

Table 1 Definitions of common synchrotron radiation Integrals 
which are summarised in Table 1. The other entries in the table will be discuwed 
in due course. 

Integrals 1-6 were defined In Rof. 67 which also contains uiefti] formulae 
for evaluating them ov«r a given magnet. Algorithms himpd on thcao formu
lae have been implemented In several computer programs [t,g. BHAMPARAM, 
COMFORT?9 PATRICIA70 . . . ) . These Integrals are widely used) nome samp lea 
of their use and further information will bo found in Reft. 19, S, 71, 21 and* 
especially, 67. 

8.1.1 Stabie phase attgk 

Returning to the e^atfoaa (e.l) we see thai they h*v« a fixed point {itt> a 
point where t ' = «' - 0) whkh lie* on the line e « 0 in the phuw plane. The 
HtiU undetermined «©astaat *, <*o then be chosen to move the origin to this 
natural position; this \» achieved by Imposing the condition 

=> c*™t** W » « m* {h + (th + W + th + tt 4 W,'}. 

where we wed (i.41) and (6.4). 
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The interpretation of thfa condition is tint, lor a particle arriving at the 
cavities at a certain phase of the RF wave, the acceleration (or deceleratfam) 
due to die electric field jnet balances He average energy losa by synchrotron 
radiation. In the case of a stable Sued point, ̂ « A ^ / X ( 4 ) i i called the stable 
paaseaflgla. Moving around the drcuoderenceof tbering, we find A. eolations of 
(6.5) corresponding to the stable fixed points at the centres of the RF backets, 

6A£ Damping partition number 

Synchrotron oscillations are, of course, nonlinear bnt we can understand 
the nature of radiation damping rmtch more easily by linearising (6.1) and look
ing fit the small oscillations around the equilibrium orbit determined by fo if 
we introduce the leagittiditid damping partition number**80'71 

J , W « i ! S j ^ - a + g + e , ( ^ - | - 2 ) + 0 ( 6 ? > , (6.6) 

aeiUfible 

then (6.1) become 

The fluctuation term* are still being neglected. These equations are immediately 
recognizable as those of a daxapid linear oscillator with natural frequency fl, 
given by 

and ere equivalent to a single eeeond-crdcr differential equation in time, 

i + 2» f* + nj s» 0, (6.0) 

where the damping rate ft, and the damping tun* f» are defined by 

- dgf 1 M Jr drf Ml)** 

2»v 

¥(£)'<»+«-
and, in the very last expression, we used (he formulae (3.HJ) and (6VI.) and 
neglected the higher-order terms in 6,, This plethora of definitions has been 
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introdveed in order to establish an nnambigiMtts notation which {• as close aa 
possibk to the common prarttceefworken fa the & & AinMgnity arises eome-
tuna because,» we have seen, the damping partition number <?#($«) i>« variable 
quantity. Therefore the damping time, In which osculation amplitude reduce 
by a factor 1/e, is » variable quantity. However kpractkt the damping time is 
often quoted for the referent* case 

J4 = 0, ^*=0, / « - 2 , (separated function lattice), (0,U) 

whkh is an excellent apsfoitimattoa for meet modern storage rings with beam 
circulating on their design orbits. The actual damping rate fir coincides with 
the quantity a, when J* = % 

6.2 DAMPING OF VERTICAL BETATRON OSOItlATlONS 

Clearly* the lack of dispersion in the vertical plane results In a. considerable 
simpliEcation of the description of radiation damping. For this reason, we treat 
the vertical plane first. 

The ingredients needed for writing out the vertical equations in (9.55) in 
full detail are simply the relations between the current canonical variables and 
those in which (4.17) were expressed) these are found In (5.2), (8.43) and (5.51). 
We also note the relation 

n, -pjltyp-ftTIi, (6.12) 

which now gives us 

n, m J j£(a y eoa4 v + iine>r)ITf. (0,13) 

To restrict attention to the y-pleae, we have to set 8= - »£«, / , = * = * = <>. 
Leaving out the fluctuations again, the equations of motion are 

**= IK - W B *W"» W , *V+*«**>»»(*+W+ Q **>) 

/ ; = ~2J,sm <j>,{a, CM*,+em«V)eiJ>»(l + *)(1 + &&) 

x ( ( ? i - i f , ^ - f t v ^ S « H * i ) 

Scrutiny of the eqaattan. let the phase meats Uiat, *ute »vengingover phew» 
and around the ring* all values of «^ appear cm an ejomd tb^ttag. Tliere fa no net 
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radiation damping effect towards any special value, Therefoie the phase distri
bution will rapidly become uniform by simple mixing. However if we linearise 
in / , and carry out the averaging operations in the equation Tor the action If, 
wc find that the only term which contributes is the one containing the average 
of (sin <t>f)2, namely 

2m R 

0 

Comparing with (6.4) or (6.5), wc recognize the essentials of the expression for 
the energy loas on the equilibrium orbit, enabling us to rewrite this as 

In this case there ia no need to distinguUh. Av an<l at since 

r, 2p,c 

where the vertical damping partition number is 

J y = l, (6.18) 

independently of &,. We note that since there is no damping of the phase, the 
damping rate of the action variable carries all of the phase space compression 
and is twice the conventional damping rate for the cartesian coordinate y, c.f, 
the remarks following (4.23). Since the action variables give the volume of the 
invariant tori of the unperturbed linear system their rate of decrease due to the 
radiation terms is equal to the phase-space divergence. 

Although tradition requires us to use the same notation av for the damping 
rate as for the optical function <*„(•)) confusion is unlikely to arise. Changing the 
R P% frequency doc< not affect the vertical damping partition number in a machine 
free of vertical dispersion. It should be remembered that some approximations 
have been made to derive this result. (Indeed there are some effects on the 
higher order nonlinear damping terms). 
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6.3 DAMPING OP RADIAL BETATRON OSCILLATIONS 

From (5.6) we sec that the radial deviation or a particle from the equilibrium 
orbit, rj($ f,j)&, has components due to the betatron oscillation h.nplitude and 
the energy deviation. Although the position of the particle in space, x itself, 
cannot change when the energy of the particle changes through photon emission, 
the pail ascribed to the energy deviation will change and therefore the part 
Ascribed to the betatron amplitude must undergo an equal and opposite change. 
Through this mechanism, the dissip&tive terms describing the radiation reaction 
forces in the longitudinal phase space are coupled into the betatron oscillations. 
Tfc_ .nagnitude of the coupling is characterized locally by the values of the 
dispersion functions. 

A part of the evaluation of the terms In the radial equations of (5.55) pro
ceeds by analogy with the previous section. However the non-zero dispersion 
function means that we have a few more terms—and their averages—to deal 
with. The expression for the radiation coupling function, UZt is entirely analo
gous to that of flv in (6.13). Again, the equation for the phase 0 , is uninteresting 
and we ahatt not write it out, but that for the action variable is 

x (\ + Gn6, -V- Gy/iTiWxcos*j) 

x ( G + Kiijd, + K, v/2/w£eos<fr,) (6,19) 

- 2/ 1sin^»(a,co3<£ I + sin#*)cipo(l + **) 

x ( l + GijS, + Gy/il&cciiit} 

x (G I KmS, + K\ \/20J^co3<fyx) . 

In general, the best way to deal with expressions like this is to use a computer 
algebra program to combine the trigonometric functions and perform the aver
aging but, if we limit ourselves to the lowest order terms in J, wd perform a 
phase averaging, it is quite easy to pick out the terms which contribute. In order 
to make it clearer which terms arc being included, we write them out, denoting 
the phase average with a bar, 

/«' = -(2J,)eif*(l +S,)U nC(G + Jfin*,) 8c^sT£ 

2nC/f,(l + Ct>6,)[G + K , ^ , ) 1 ^ (6.20) 

+ (1 + Gtitt)[G + /fiuAj'ain2*, J 
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Careful scrutiny of this expression reveals that it can be written in the suggestive 
form 

A (6-21) 
x ( ! " Ht} *-l + Gn*Ma + K n * H • 

Apart from a missing factor of (I + $ ( ) : , the expression contained in t ie last pair 
of curly braces is the integrand appearing in the formula for the total energy 
loss per turn of a particle on the equilibrium orbit. Following the practice of 
smoothing wound the ring, we therefore find that this, too, can be expressed in 
terms of the total energy loss 

r i _ (2f.)(l + ft) /• <*U Ufa) ) 
'* " ' 2po{2ff/Z) V ~d6,)\(\ + *,)» J 

= J3hLl!l6jM$. It _ I'FA^Hl _ _H£u 1 (6.22) 
-2ffix 

= J»> 

where, in close analogy to (8.10), the damping rate 6« and the damping time fx 

are defined by 
. def I d»l ^i(ft) def J«(ft)fl(« 

MM6.)U[6t)fo ( 6 2 3 ) 

2p#c 

-¥(£)' <*-«• 
The radial damping partition number has been defined ac 

= 1 £-«.(MH*>. 
(6.24) 

Clearly, the three damping partition numbers are intimately related to each 
otner. The explanation of this wilt be given in the following section. 

We have dropped terms in /J which arise ormcioally from the quadruple 
fields and give rise te nontineamdi&tioa J**i,i»'"t ™ien m « ** can be impor
tant, particularly in large storage rings and are discussed, t.Q~, in Reference 8. 
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6.3.1 6 Whete does radiation damping occur? 

The answer to the question posed in the title of this subsection is obvi
ous from the equations of motion of electrons, expressed in any of the acta of 
canonical variables that we fcjtve ijeed up to now: 

Radiation damping of a/i three modes ofoscillation about in* equilibrium 
orbit occurs when the particle passes through the static magnetic fields 
of tb° storage ring and emits synchrotron radiation. 

Provided we understand "damping'' as a contraction of phaie spue volumes 
(which can only occur when the equations of motion contain a non-K*mi]tonlan 
part) this is a trivia] consequence of the Hamiltonian nature of the equations of 
motion tn the absence or radiation. 

However in many discussions of the subject it is stated that the "damp
ing" of radial betatron oscillations occurs in the RF cavities. In fact there is 
no contradiction with the present discussion for the simple reason that these 
treatments use a non-symplectk phase spa.ee which has been, and remains, very 
popular in accelerator physics. In this phase space the slope variable flr = j f is 
used in place of the canonical momentum p e and although these quantities are 
very close to each other numerically) it is easy to pee that when the energy of 
the particle changes they behave In different ways. 

Specifically, the value or x' does not change during photon emission because 
the photon recoil ia coll'mear with the total momentum vector aitnougn the 
transverse momentum docs change. On the other hand, only the longitudinal 
momentum changes as the pr rticle traverses an RF cavity while the Blope vari
able x* ia reduc d. This explains the shift*.' the apparent damping effect from 
the magnets to the cavities! 

It is perfectly passible to develop the whole theory of electron dynamics in 
the non-sympleelic phase space. Indeed this la what was done in the original 
treatments of the problem83'*0'1*'19 and these variables do have the advantage 
of a more immediate connection with the quantities which can be measured 
experimentally—it is a little easier to deduce the angle of a beam, in mrad, from 
beam-position monitor data than it is to work out Its transverse momentum. 
The choice between this and the Mamittonian approach is ultimately a matter 
of personal taste. 
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8.4 DAMPING PARTITION NUMBERS AND DAMPING APERTURE 

While the dumping is linear, it b clear that, to a very good approxima
tion, the three damping partition numbers (6.6), (6,18) and (6.24) satisfy the 
sum rule 

Mb) + Mb) + Mb) => *- (B.25) 

for all values of S$ such that an off-momentum closed orbit given by ij[&„a) 
exists. This sum rule holds even if one of the partition numbers is negative and 
is a concrete manifestation of Robinson's Theorem, discussed in Section 4. For 
we can rewrite (6.25) as the sum of the damping rates of the normal modes of 
oscillation about the equilibrium orbit 

a, + « , + fl, = ay,* = 2U^'*, (6.26) 
J7|C 

which is essentially the same aa (4-26). 
By varying the RF frequency, and thereby 6, through (5.24) or (5.40), it 

is therefore possible to redistribute the damping between the longitudinal and 
radial modes. This has become an Important operational tool in modern storage 
rings since it allows the operator to put more damping into the mode which needs 
it more, e.g. to help counter an instability Dr increase injection efficiency. Even 
more importantly, it can be used to decrease the horieontal beam sice at the 
expense of an increased energy spread (or vice versa) in order to stretch the 
limits of performance of the machine. Several different ways In which this will 
be done in operation of LEP are described in Ref. 21. 

From (6.6) we can immediately deduce the formula for the rate of change of 
J, or J, with respect to the momentum deviation on the equilibrium orbit 

*Mb) dMb)_ Jiogf/tM 

= (TM) + °<*> («•") 
fi*RG*d9 

A variety of higher-order approximations to this quantity have been published 
in several papers. ' ' In comparing them, the different regimes of application 
and definitions of the synchrotron integrals should be carefully noted. Although 
we have stopped at the first term (which is enough for most fairly large rings), 
the principles given here are sufficient to derive further approximations. 
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To have stable beams in a storage ring, one must ensure that each damping 
partition number remains positive. The range of values of 6, in which this is 
true is called the damping aperture, and is determined by the values of the 
synchrotron Integrals J], It and /g: 

— W < 6 , < ~ r u T ' { 6 ' 2 8 ) 

Together with (5.40), this translates directly into an allowable range of variation 
of RF frequencies or an allowable displacement of the equilibrium orbit. For 
further details, including the use of Robinson wiggltn to shift the damping 
aperture, the reader may consult Ref. 20, 

In small storage rings, the integral /a Is usually so small that the physi
cal aperture is smaller than the damping aperture; this situation is generally 
reversed in large rings. 

The damping aperture is easily measured by varying the RF frequency and 
watching for horizontal beam blow-up on a synchrotron light monitor. Since 
the synchrotron light is usually generated in a bending magnet in which the 
dispersion is non-zero, the beam size has components due to both the betatron 
and synchrotron amplitudes in the beam so that both ends of the damping 
aperture will manifest themselves by inflation of the horizontal beam profile. 

6.4.1 Separated vs. combined function lattices 

In a separated function lattice, the bending and f -using functions for par
ticles on the reference orbit are performed by separate dipole and quadrupolc 
magnets, so that 

G(a)Ki{a) = 0, for all * (6.29) 

Since the dispersion function is generally much smaller than the bending ra
dius, f)G < 1, it turns out that the integral /« < h- However most of the 
earlier proton synchrotrons and a few electron machines were built with the two 
functions combined into the so-called gradient magnets. Most of what we have 
said applies also to this type of structure although the radial damping partition 
number (to be introduced later) will probably be negative since U > h-

This radial anti-damping can be tolerated, as in the DESY electron syn
chrotron, if the beam docs not stay in the machine long enough for the it to 
do much damage. Or it can be corrected, as in the early CEA machine or, 
more recently, the GERN PS tn its role as LEP injector, by the use of the 
so-called Robinson wiggl«rs?°'M These wiggtets contain a combined function 
dipole-quadrupole field designed to make a large negative contribution to /«. 
For further details on combined function electron machines, see Ref. "12. 
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7. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS AND 
FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATIONS 

We now go on to study the truly statistical side of electron dynamics with 
radiation. Inclusion of the quantum fluctuations of the synchrotron radiation 
power will give us stochastic differential equations for the normal modes of the 
linearised motion around the equilibrium orbit. The fluctuations make the orbit 
unstable but the radiation damping effects can prevent the deviations 01 the 
orbits of most of the particles from becoming too large. The balance between the 
radiation damping and quantum excitation of orbit amplitudes can be described 
in terms of Fokker-PIanck equations. We should not forget, however, that these 
two effects have tire same physical origin and that one cannot exist without 
the other. 

Fokker* Planck equations have been applied to several problems in accelerator 
physics, most of them more complicated than those described here: for some 
examples, see Refs. 7 (several articles), 76, 12, 39, 77 and the reference lists 
which the/ contain. 

7.1 QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS IN LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE 

Let us reintroduce the fluctuating part of the radiation power from (6.1) intc 
the longitudinal equations of motion, (6.7), To prepare the ground lor writuiR 
down the Fokker-Planck equation according to the recipe embodied in (2.1) and 
(2.27), we write them as' 

*' = Kt(z,c) + Q,(*,€K(s) ( e' * K,(*,e) + Q,(*,eK<«) (7.1) 

where the K- and Q-functlons are 

*.(«..) = - * . . «.(»•') - <«./4»* - ^ 

Strictly speaking, these are in something of a hybrid form since the smooth ap
proximation has not yet been applied to the fluctuation terms. These, by their 
nature, must be approximated In a root-mean-sguare fashion, rather than <ii-
rectly. This is easier to understand in terms of the Fokker-Planckeouatinn which 
contains each K-function to the Brat power but products of two (J-tunctiono. 

• W» m neglecting tome mini I icrmi of higher order in 6t. 
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Since 

the recipe for writing it down, (2.27), simplifies by virtue of the lack of "spurious 
drift" terms and we find 

~ S **—Tt \T) Z de + — 6 v I e f ( * ' f f , a ) l 

2[2xR) dt' ' 
(7.4) 

where Ffoc.al is the dbtribution function in longitudinal phase apace and we 
have mid* f.h*> imooth approximation of the diffusion term (i.e. the one with 
second derivatives; in terms of the synchrotron integral Is defined in Table 1, 

This equation can be solved completely in terras of its Green function ' 
or by eipenfunction expansions but we can simplify it further by malting a 
phase-mixing assumpiiun 

00 00 

{») = / dx f dczF{z,c,s) = 0 (7.5) 
- 0 0 -DO 

which will be true in many situations, including that of equilibrium. Then we can 
integrate (7.4) over z to get an equation for the reduced distribution function 

00 

f(e,s)= f F(*,€t*)dEt {TA\ 
-oo 

namely 

— S T " " I T a i [ e F { c ' a ) ] + 2&*R) ae* • ( 7 T ) 

This equation providea a rough description of the evolution of the energy distri
bution in the beam. It is incomplete to the extent that (7.5) fails to hold. 
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7.2 STATIONARY ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 

To find the stationary (or, loosely speaking, equilibrium) solution Fo{e), we 
simp'r set d,F = 0 and integrate once to find 

-**M = S ^ F 0 ' ( « ) . (T.8) 

When we integrate this again, choosing the constant of integration to normalise 
the distribution to unity, we find the familiar gaussian distribution of momentum 
(or energy) deviations 

*w-^Bl»-»(-^)- M 

where a, is the i.tn.e. energy spread In the beam for a linear damping rate 
determined by the value of Jt: 

<c'> ̂  • • - ? £ = -^r~ (fi-)1 -h- (7-10) 
* J, Z2y/2mc\mcf J,h * ' 

The quantity o>, which can be regarded as a measure of the strength of quantum 
excitation, is defined to be the energy spread for the reference case Jt = 2." 

Since hjh « p, the bending radius, In an isornagnetlc ring there Is very 
little which can be done, beyond varying J«, to reduce the energy spread in 
the beams of an electron storage ring. Moreover, the energy spread is directly 
proportional to Eo- A very small decrease of a, can in principle be achieved 
with wiggler magnets but their usual effect Is to increase It. 

This is an important limitation since it determines the energy resolution of 
particle physics experiments which may be trying, for example, to detect, or 
measure the widths of, narrow resonances in the mass spectrum. In fact, since 
design considerations for colliding beam rings usually imply p <x EQ, it almost 
always turns out that oy *a 01 % at the top energy of a given ring. Never
theless e +e~ rings Btili provide a much Bner energy resolution than foreseeable 
linear colliders or hadron colliders (although the beam energy spread is small the 
quarks have a very broad energy distribution) and there remains the possibility 
of enhancing it still further with the so-called "rnonochromator" insertions. 

The gmjssian distribution of energy deviation is by no means inevitable— 
nonlinear terms1 ' (usually disstpative) may well change it, especially in the 
tails. Arguments based on the "Central Limit Theorem" should only be applied 
in linear approximation and the analogy with the Maxwcll-Boltzmann velocity 
distribution in a gas is not a complete one. 

Often no relational distinction is made between a, and 9ti eo one ihould always be careful 
to understand which ii meant. 
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7.3 EQUILIBRIUM IN THE NONLINEAR RF BUCKET 

It la possible to find the equilibrium solution of the two-dimensional Fokker-
Planck equation (7.4) even when the nonllnearity of the RF waveform ia in
cluded. Although we assumed a sinusoidal waveform in the previous chapters, 
the solution can be found for an arbitrary RF waveform, provided the smooth 
approximation is made. 

Following Rcf. 19 quite closely, let us suppose that, in smooth approximation, 
the generalised equations of motion are given by making the replacement 

-sin 
2xfl[6,)p,e [ R{6.) J 2xRp$t iz l ' •"' 

ao that the definition of the effective potential * already absorbs the energy loss 
by synchrotron radiation and (with appropriate choice of the arbitrary constant) 

»(0) = OL ^ = W<?- (7-12) 

Then the Hamiltoman of synchrotron motion is 

2 w 2xfl(6t)p4c 

This Hamiltonian does not really contain the radiation loss—it appears only as 
a result of the definition of $• It cancels out again in the equations of motion: 

dz c V e 

We are assuming that the linear approximation may still be applied to the 
damping term even though we have included the nonlinear terms in the RF 
waveform.19 This is usually a reasonable approximation since e generally remains 
small even when hz/R(6,) = 1. For very large rings like LEP, where the ratio 
Uo/Eo can be as large as a few percent, some new nonline.-j,effects may become 
noticeable. 

This form of the Hamittonian '» more general than the longitudinal part of 
(5.42) and could include, for example, the case where a second RF system is 
operated at a harmonic number which may be an integer multiple of A. 
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The Fokker-Planck equation in the nonlinear RP bucket is then 

dF{z,£t*) dF(z,€,a) _ d${z)g3r(*,e,s) 
ds c dz dz de 

% — - M 

Liouvilliui termj . 

JUT { ' ' ) ] e c V ' 
dunplng diSuncn 

and, since the terms arising from the Hamiltonian vanish by virtue of Hamilton's 
equations, it is easy to check that the equilibrium solution u 

Notice that, despite a superficial resemblance, this is not a Maxwcll-Boltimann 
or Gibbsian equilibrium distribution since even the sign of the part of the Llamtl-
tonian vviiirli appears in the exponential is opposite to what it should be (if the 
temperature is to be positive). Later we shall see that, since the other sign 
prevails in the equilibrium distributions in betatron phase space, the distribu
tion in the complete 6-dimensional phase space is not In a form proportional to 
cxp(~H/kT) and is therefore not a genuine thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the reduced distributions in each of the three 
2-dimensional phase spaces have enough features in common with MaxwHl-
Boltzmann distributions that we can Bpaak loosely of tbem as equilibrium dis
tributions. 

The normalization constant, which wc refer to (loosely again) as the partition 
function is given by the integral 

and is a function of the parameters in the Hamiltoman and of J«. If this inte
gral can be evaluated analytically, and if the explicit form of 9 is known, then 
differentiation with respect to these parameters is a useful technique in the cal
culation of equilibrium expectation values. For example, from (7.16) and (7,11), 
it is easy to show that the expectation value of the function 9 itself is 

'•M—-S(ll-Bc)- <"8> 
Further analogies with equilibrium statistical mechanics are readily found. 
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7.4 FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION IN ACTION-ANGIE VARIABLES 

As usual, it is useful to be able to work with the action-angle variables of 
the problem. This section is devoted to the technicalities of deriving the Fokfcu-
Planck equation In these variables. 

We transform to action-angle variables of linearised synchrotron motion and 
make a repealing to variables (x, '») with 

The constant Kt can be thought of aa a convention factor between energy devi
ation and length units: 

y/W = K„J&) = ~^\[^) (7-20) 

and Q, = tl,/2nfQ is the synchrotron tune. With these variables, the longitudi
nal Hamiltonian reduces to 

HM = -a(l. (7.21) 

and, by applying (2.54) (or otherwise), we can derive atochastie equations or 
motion equivalent to (7.4} 

x'=K x[*h)+Q x[x,i.)m> ( 7 w l 

where 

(7.23) 
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Wow Qj sad Qx depend on J t and x *»d *n«ir oNsrivattvea wilt contribute spurious 
drift terms—and a certain amount of algebraic eomplkatiott—to the Fnkfcer-
Planck equation: 

Here, the complete drift terms are 

import uitl 

» * = * * + ^ + « & * --* - a (*+4) - * * ) . 
(7.25) 

and the diffusion terms u e 

D 

Ol-3j | i + e-(»".x)|. 
In action-angle variables, il is easy to make a step beyond the smooth approxi
mation and apply the averaging method. The result of the phase-averaging 
of (7.24) is an averaged Foltker-Planek equation for the action variable which 
will be valid on timo-scalea longer than that of a synchrotron oscillation, notably 
the damping time ecale: 

damuiag «f amputate DIMM *i***tt 

Mrtplitvdt dilTufai pkut dlftttiott 

(T-n) 

The absence of a damping term for the phase jr. guarantee! that the phase 
diffusion term superposed on the rapid oscillatory pna&e advance wftt lead to 
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a. uniform dwtribution in * on (0,lffl. Morww, we nave not included the 
dependence of the synchrotron ffcaovaacy ©• ampfttodt which piodnces a fila-

lUAkmeftect, further accehwUna. tin) pharo-inbtteg. 

7.4.1 Stationary dfeWbuUoo and pfojwtiMK 

We can solve (7.27) for the stationary I'tstributfon 

W ) - ^ « p ( - ^ ) (tat) 

from which we can evaluate the longitudinal omittance (to these units!) 

J,=2. 
i7,=0.7E-3 
V<ez)*0.7E-3 

Fig. 7 Gaussian longitudinal phase epaca distribution and ita projection 

The distribution (T,28) w tqvfrattnl Vo a joint ltuaafan in * and e: 

(7.30) 
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where the natural (or zero-current) bunch length is 

*. - 9t{K,r (7.31) 

This distribution is shown in Pig, 7 for some typical values of J, and oc. The 
figure also shows the projection of the action distribution along one axis, given 
by the integral 

00 00 

- 0 0 0 

By virtue of the special properties of the gaussian, this la just the same as 
{1.9). In genual it need not be.1 Such a projection corresponds to the energy 
distribution or the longitudinal current density profile of the bunch. It in not 
the shadow of the phase space distribution. The second equality in (7.32) holds 
only for rotatiunally symmetric distributions. 

7.S LONGITUDINAL QUANTUM LIFETIME 

As we have seen, the quantum fluctuations make the equilibrium closed 
orbit unstable but' the radiation damping establishes s stationary distribution 
In the neighbourhood of the closed orbit whose tails decay rapidly to zero at 
large amplitude. However no account h u yet been taken of how far out in 
amplitude we can go without meeting some boundary of the stable phase space. 
Such boundaries always exist and may be due to the vacuum chamber, the finite 
height of the RF bucket or nonlinear terms in the Hamtltonian which make the 
orbits unstable (dynamic aperture). 

Particles exceeding some limiting amplitude a n therefore almost always toet 
rather rapidly; by continuity, therefore, the distribution function must vanish at 
the boundary. However it is clear from the Fokker-Planck equation that quantum 
diffusion will continually replenish the region just within this amplitude limit, 
resulting in a constant flux of particles out of the core of the distribution. The 
Inverse of the loss rate, or quantum lifetime, ia the time in which, by this effect, 
the total number of particles in the beam decays by a factor 1/e. 

Separate loss rates are usually calculated in the radial, vertical and longitu
dinal phase planes. The total loss rate Is the sum of all the individual loss rates. 
In terms of lifetimes, the net beam lifetime Is therefore given by 

i = ~ + — + — + ... (7.33) 
ft ifl» r»« rw 

where the dots indicate that we should add the loss rates corresponding to 

* Provided th« damping pirtilion number i* pMiliv«. 
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other loss mechanisms. Clearly, the net lifetime ia always leaa thin the shortest 
individual quantum lifetime. 

The simplest method for calculating the longitudinal quantum lifetime ap
plies only when the loss rate ts very small so that we can regard t i t equilibrium 
distribution as quasi-stationary in the sense that, over most of the stable phase 
space, the equilibrium form maintains but the overall normalisation constant 
of the distribution slowly changes became of the BIOW loss of particles. The 
arguments which follow are a simplified version of arguments which seem origi
nally to have been aiven by ChandTasekhar?' k more detailed presentation of 
quantum and other lifetimes may be found in Ref. 77. 

To evaluate tbe lifetime, we analyse the balance which holds in an equilib
rium state with the help of (7.27). Like all others, this Fokker-Plancfc equation 
can be written in the form of a continuity equatfon 

where the particle current in action space can be split into damping and diffusive 
components: 

Amp]at ' MMZL ' {7"85) 

= ''damp **• ^iitt' 

Observe that the damping component always constitutes a drift of particles to
wards the origin 7 , - 0 while the diffusive component represents a tendency of 
particles to move away from regions where the density la higher. In an equilib
rium distribution extending to JM ~ oo, the two components cancel each other 
exactly at every value of / , . 

Now suppose that the acceptance limit occurs for a value f« = fmw. Al
though, by the quasi-stationary assumption, the cancellation of the two compo
nents continues to maintain for I, < S m u , the balance U upset just below the 
boundary J m a z . Here the diffusive current continues to push particles outwards 
while the compensating damping current of particles returning from 7* > Inn 
is musing. 

The loss rate is therefore given by evaluating the diffusive current at U «* 

* If lha potential barrier at Imux does not f*ll sway tot, harply b*yand /max *h«B then li 
M K probability that particle* whUh h»v< pasted to lti« other «ioa may return to miosis 
with the Tkia effect i* usually wghcleoWbut «M ChandfaicMiar?*''* 
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/max in an equilibrium distribution, 

1 
dunpl V ^iit[[^tamx) -^unpUmu) 

where the second equality holds as a consequence or the Fokker-Pt&nck equation 
&s it applies in the absence of the boundary. The result is therefore 

-£-(-*3f)-
(7.37) 

The second expression applies when the boundary is constituted by the RF 
voltage [imitation, cmkx being the bucket half-height. 

It should always be remembered that this result only applies in the case 
where the lifetime Is very long compared to the damping time. This is not 
a serious restriction in practice since this is a minimal requirement for good 
beam storage. Moreover this formula will never mislead us—if it predicts a long 
quantum lifetime then the answer is a very good approximation and if it predicts 
a short lifetime the answer may be wrong but we can be sure that the lifetime 
is unacceptably short. 

7.6 MOMENT EQUATION FOR ACTION 

As an illustration of the technique of moment equations, we use the averaged 
Fokker-Planck equation (7.27) to calculate the time-evolutioE of the longitudinal 
emittance 

(M = / dI,JdXI,F[I„x,t). (7.38) 
0 0 

Taking the first moment of (7.27) with respect to IM and imposing periodicity 
in the phase, F(I„0,t) = F{Ft,2xtt}, we find 

oo Ir 

^ = -26. f dr, J dXI,±[t-I, + 0>€)FlI.,Xlt)} 

CO If 

+ 26,9} J dltjdx /, J ^ (/./•(/,.jr.01 • 

(7.39) 
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Integration by parts shows that the diffusion term does not contribute except 
through the spurious drift tenns, and we find the moment equation for the 
longitudinal emittance (valid on time scales longer than a damping time) 

% * =-3MCJ.) - •*) (7-40) 

The solution is very simple; rupposing that (I,) = 7Q at r = 0, we have 

(I,) = Joe""-' + ff? (1 - «-«•*) . (7.41) 

This shows how the energy spread and bunch length will damp down to their 
equilibrium values determined by the balance between radiation damping and 
quantum fluctuations. Since we deal with the action which is the sum of the 
squares of these quantities, the damping rate is twice the damping rate of the 
phase space coordinates themselves. 

We should observe that the moment equation (7.40) cannot be obtained by 
naively averaging the stochastic differential equation for / , given by (7.22) and 
(7.23) because, without the spurious diift terms generated from Qj, we would 
not obtain the term containing d\ in (7.40). This is a case where we have to be 
aware that our stochastic differential equations are interpreted according to the 
recipe of Stratonovich and the prescription (2.42) has to be used to calculate 
the evolution of expectation values. 

7.7 A MODEL OP INJECTION DAMPING 

The solution obtained in the previous section assumed that the oscillation 
phases were already completely mixed. As further illustration of the moment 
equation technique, let us show how we con extract further information from 
the stochastic differential equations for t and e. These include the oscillatory 
part of the time evolution. Specifically, we shall consider a simple model of the 
process of injection of particles into longitudinal phase space. 

Suppose that particles are injected into the RP bucket with the correct equi
librium energy for the storage ring but with some offset kzo/R[6,) with respect 
to the stable phase angle on the RF wave. Translated into initial conditions for 
the equations (7.1), we have 

e = 0, z = za at i = 0 (7.42) 
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Since there are no spurious drift terms to worry about, it is convenient to work 
with a single second-order stochastic differential equation equivalent to these 
equations: 

i + 2<kfz + nj z = 2^^cti{t), (7.43) 

where 
wo)=o. mm)=*(*-<')- (7.44) 

Solving (7.43) formally as a driven oscitlator equation, we have 

z(t)- soe -^cos f iV ) 
t 

+ ? £ l ^ E ^ f e(r) e - a ' ( ' - '»«in(n,(t - r)) (7.45) 
n„ j 

where the splitting into the expectation value of z{t) and ito fluctuation ia the 
ebyjoes ©Jie. 

Taking the square of (7.45), we have 

H 0 8 ) = ^e- la-'[coS(n.()la 

+ *%^ f d T j d t i «M<0»» (7-4«) 
* 0 0 

x ^ i - r l ^ - r t ^ ^ j , „ r))sin(fl,(* -~/i)) 

Combining the trigonometric functions, neglecting & small correction to the 
frequency due to the damping and evaluating the single integral which remains 
after using the Mar&ov property (7,44), we finally obtain 

«') '> = j * - " - * {i+«»<2n.()> 

+ ,,{,-«-"..(1 + 5j)} 
(7.47) 

Thi& solution IKIA ifte properties imx-*« expect: 

<*(0)J) - 4, ,Hm (*M*> = ^ (*.48) 
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and, with the solution for the bunch centroid (z(t)) contained in (7-45) we have 
a complete description of the time-dependence of both the centre of gravity of 
the bunch and the r.m.s. bunch length. The centre of gravity behaves like an 
oscillator with frequency Ut and damping time f*. Since the Srst term in (7,47) 
is just the square or this solution, the time-dependent r.ra.a. bunch length, 

OW 8 ) -M0>' . (7.4B) 

is given by the three terms proportional to the equilibrium value B\. Starting 
from aero at t = 0 this gradually grows until the natural bunch length w attained 
with the centre of gravity at the value of z corresponding to the stable phase 
angle. 

It b tedious, but not difficult, to extend this solution to cover more genera! 
initial conditions than (7.42). This is one way to derive the fundamental solution 
and Green function of the Fokker-PIanck equation. 

Since we used the linear approximation to the RF potential well, this solution 
does not apply, of course, to initial conditions lying outside the RF bucket. The 
corrections which have to be applied to take account of the nonUiiearities inside 
the bucket are not toD important since the bunch rapidly damps down to small 
amplitudes. However, if the initial condition lies too close to the separatrix 
there may be some loss of particles and a consequent inefficiency in the injection 
process. 

In the usual mode of beam accumulation in «+e~ colliding beam rings or 
synchrotron light sources, small amounts of ohsrge are injected one at a time 
from the injector linac or synchrotron. Each such packet damps down to join the 
main bunch circulating around the equilibrium orbit according U the solution 
we have derived. 

In reality the coherent damping rate of the phase oscillations of the centre-
of-gravlty of the main bunch will often be different from the radiation damping 

ttt S3 84 
rate given here because of collective effects. ' ' such as Robinuon damping, 
head-tail damping or Landau damping which are beyond the Beope of these 
lectures. This is not the case for the damping of email injected bunches towards 
an a-, cumulated bunch containing the bulk of the particles. 

Finally we should also mention that injection into betatron phase space 
La often used as an alternative to the injection into synchrotror, phase space 
described here. The mathematics is similar. 
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7.B CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OP DYNAMICAL VARIABLES 

We can extract even more important physical information from the solution 
(7.45) of the stochastic oscillator equation (7.43) by forming the correlation 
function 

This shows how the initial phase and amplitude coherence of particles in the 
injected bunch are lest with a time constant equal to the damping time. This 
property is quit« general and forms the basis for many arguments concerning 
how long particles "remember1' their initial oscillation phases and amplitudes. 
For example one may argue that, in nonlinear orbit tracking studies, it is not 
meaningful to track particles for much longer than a damping time. 

It ia left as an exercise for the reader to generalise (7.50) to a general initial 
oscillation phase (e(0) = CQ ^ 0). As a further step one can then average the 
Initial conditions co, so over the stationary distribution to Bnd all the two-time 
correlation functions of e and z in the equilibrium utate of the bunch. 

7 .9 QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS IN RADIAL BETATRON PHASE SPACE 

Since it will turn out that the effects of quantum fluctuations in radial beta
tron phase space are quite analogous to longitudinal phase space, wc shall limit 
ourselves to deriving the Fokker-PIanck equation tn action-angle variables and 
deducing the formula for the equilibrium emittance. The other result* and tech
niques discussed in the previous sections can then be applied, with appropriate 
substitutions, to the betatron oscillations. 

We have already studied the deterministic parts of the equations of motion 
(5.55), which led us to the radiation damping effects. It only remains for us to 
evaluate the fluctuating parts of the radiation terms. We can make the same 
approximation as before, neglecting the higher order terms in 6„ to find 

IT- - V^Poc|C(-)lV'«(«). 
/TT (7.51) 

ft, = •Jnpat J-^ (», coast, + sin «\J |C(s)| s/»{(«). 

For the sake of brevity, we BVIUII not display the expressions f.r the Fokker-
Planck coefficients before the final application of the averaging method. Since 
the algebra begins to get tedioaB, it ia best to use a computer algebra program to 
obtain these terms, particularly when higher order approximations are desired. 
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After averaging and making the smooth approximation, we find, the equa
tions of motion in the standard form 

*i = **0». in) + Q*W-„ /.)€W, , 7 M l 

n = iff(*i./*)+Qi(*.,i.i<w. ( J 

From these, after smoothing, averaging and neglect of higher order term*, we 
obtain the coefficients of the Fokker-Planck equation 

Here, the averaged drift tcrma are 
(7.63) 

importujt 1754) 

and the diffusion terms are 

, _ 4Jxasexlx 

W] + ' • • t 
c QiQ$ = {oscillating terms only}, (7.56) 

The analogy with (7.25) and (7.26) is obvious. Wc pause only to note the 
definition of the beam emittance in the radial plane 

« _ n \ - e»Po/oft 
• J \ . , (7W) 

55 ft /pp\9 h 

Th», of course is veTy closely comparable to (7.10), the only differences being the 
replacement of Jt by the radial damping partition number and the replacement 
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of the synchrotron integral /s by Is- The definition of i t in Tabic 1 uses the 
function 

»M = {v(a)3 + (A(-k W + «.WnW)*}/A(*). (T.57) 
As a function of the dispersions 17 and f this is identical in form to the expression 
of the action variable Jz in terms of xp and pp+ 

Finally let us r « rd the form of the averaged Fokker-Planck equation for 
betatron oscillations in smooth approximation 

ftp a av 

* - • r — • • 

d»nipinR of eimttuice pbut advanc* 

tniiuinco diffusion pfcue diffusion 

(7.58) 

which, just like (7.28), has the stationary solution 

The moat important physical consequence of this ia the formula for the equi
librium beam size (in real space) which contains components arising both i;om 
the distribution in synchrotron oscillation amplitudes and betatron amplitudes. 
Taking the expression for x from (5.6), we first find the expression for thfc mean 
horizontal position of the beam 

{*) = {xp + f?£# + *c) = nh (7.60) 

and then the mean-square beam siae 

- « £ , + <& (7.61) 

- &«• + 1*<£-

The r.m.fi, beam size in the radial direction at a given point in the Storage ring 
therefore depends on the optical functions TJ and fi% aa well as on the values 
of both the energy spread and emittance determined by the balance between 
radiation damping and quantum fluctuations. 
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8. THE VLASOV EQUATION 
In the preceding sections we have been considering statistical phenomena 

in electron rings which arise due to randomness in the equations of motion of 
single particles. We underline the contrast with Gibbsian statistical mechanics, 
where a statistical description becomes necessary because of the aheer number 
of particles—not because of any intrinsic randomness in their dynamics; the 
equations of motion are known differential equations although their sohitioni 
may still exhibit all the properties of random functions. 

In accelerator physics we consider beams whose intensity may become so 
high that it is no longer valid to neglect the influence of the particle.- upon e&cb 
other. It i» then that the theory of collective phenomena comes intc play and 
took like the Vlasov equation are required. 

The Vlasov equation describes collective effects of many particle? on a given 
particle in team of the evolution »f a one-particle distribution function which 
is a reduced description of the complete N-particle distribution function. The 
solution of this equation is a subject of the lectures on collective phenomena 
in this School and elsewhere. Our purpose in this chapter la rather to lay 
the statistical mechanical foundation for these discussions and to clarify the 
relations and differences between the different kinetic equations (Fokker-Planck 
and Vlaaov for example) that are encountered in thr Mer&ture of theoretical 
accelerator physics. 

8.1 MANY PARTICLE SYSTEMS 

In Chapter 2, we described the exact state of a single par tic It by mean* 
of the KHmontovich phase space density. Now we have to make the Jbvioua, 
if somewhat daunting;, generalisation from the 6-dimenaioaal phase space of a 
single particle to the 8/V-dimenstonal phase space of a system on A/ particles. 

Lei the state of the system at time t be given by the set of N single particle 
coordinates {X.i(t),..,tXft[t)} which, by analogy with (2,1), evolve according 
to some equations of motion of the form 

%{t} = K(X,,t) + £ L ( X i , X y , 0 + q<X,-,«)««). for « = 1, . . . If. (8.1) 

Here, as before, the function K(X,f) describes the deterministic external fields 
acting on a particle at point X in phase space; these include the magnets, RF 
cavities and electrostatic devices that exert external electromagnetic forces on 
particles in an accelerator or storage ring. It also contains the average compo
nents of dissipative forces like radiation damping or energy loss by scattering on 
residual gas in the vacuum chamber, multiple scattering as a beam traverses a 
foil, and so on. 
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The effects of random forces which act tin one particle independently of any 
other are taken into account by the function Q(X,(). Our primary examples in 
this category were the quantum fluctuation effects but fluctuations in the other 
dissip&tivc effects may also be important. 

The new ingredient in (8.1) is the function L(X*,X ; ,0 which describes two-
body interactions of individual particles in the beam with others. Since the 
average quantities which result from the statistical analysis will be required to 
provide self-consistent calculations of the parameters of the beam as a whole, 
the equations of motion (S.I) have to include all the necessary coupling efTects 
between every pair of phase space coordinates X, and Xy. Each X,-(t) feels 
the influence of every one of the other particles with the- appropriate strength. 
Such forces are mainly direct Coulomb (space charge) and other electromagnetic 
interactions like plasma effects or two-particle scattering. These interactions 
may be modified by boundaries (wakeficid or impedance effects), or external 
agencies (feedback systems, stochastic cooling, etc), 

8.2 PHASE SPACE DENSITY 

Thus, the appropriate exact microscopic phase-apace density for a system of 
N particles is 

7 ( x ") = jSfE;w(x-x,(o), (8.2) 
t=i 

where, in analogy with (2.1), (Xi( l ) , . , . ,XJV(()) denotes the solution of the 
equations of motion (8.1) for some given initial conditions. 

It should be carefully noted that (8.2) ts a function on a 6-dimensional—not 
a ejV-dimensional—single particle phase space. The difference from (2.3) is that 
now there is a swarm of /V ^-function points moving around in this space under 
the influence of their mutual interactions. 

Now the continuity equation takes the form 

a t 7(X,f) + V x • |K(X t t )7(X,t)t + 7 X - (Q(X,0e(t)7(X,i)) 

+ V x j <Dt*Z,(X,X p,0*[X.I)?'[X\i) (8.3) 

= 0. 

Again, IhiB microscopic Liouville-Klimontovich equation contains too much 
information for us to cope with. To clarify the following, let us leave out the 
noise terms Q and concentrate on how we can deal with the two-body inter
action terms. 
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Instead of averaging over all realisation! of & random function, let u* now 
average over the Liouvilk distribution. This ifl an ensemble of systems which 
give rise to identical macroscopic averages. With respect to this average, we can 
define the one-particle distribution function 

/ , (X,t) = <7(X,<)>. ( 8.4) 

and hope that it may be a smooth function for which we can derive an 
autonomous equation of evolution in some approximation. Unfortunately we 
cannot averoge (8.3) directly since the average or the product of two microscopic 
distribution functions ?(X,t)?{X',t) would appear in the two-body interaction 
term. 

To deal with this obstacle, we calculate the appropriate average as follows: 

(j(x,r)f(x',o) = (^]C*(x-x.(0)]>>(x'-x,(0) 

- ^ ! > < * - X ' ) « < X - X . ( l ) ) ) 
1=1 

, It 

+ 7J2 £ (6{X~K.i{t))6{X'~X}[t))) 

= ~6{X-X')fl(X,t) + MX,X',t) 

* * S (8.5) 

where, in the double sum, we separated out the terms with i = j . The two-
partiefe distribution function^ /sfX.X',!) , is defined by this relationship. 

8.3 TWO-PARTICLE CORRELATIONS 

The decomposition (8.5) may be substituted into the average of the Liouville 
equation (8.3) to obtain 

a./ i(X,l) + V x - | K ( X , 0 / i ( X . e ) ) 

= - V x | d X ' L ( X . X ' , t ) f i ( X - X ' ) / i ( X , 0 
*• - ' I M i l * 

=0 ty «ymm*lry 

- V X • J dX'L(X,X,

1l)ArXIX'1l) 
(8.6) 

which is known as the first equation of the BBGKY hierarchyt the acronym 
standing for the names of Born, Bogoliubov, Green, Kirkwood and Yvon. 
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It is customary to decompose fz{X>X\t) into a part which is simply the 
uncorrected product of two one-par lie le distribution functions and a part which 
contain; all the Information about the correlattoas: 

/ , (X,X\t) = /iCX.t)/t(X',<) +a(X,X',t). (8,7) 

The cc-w function 9s{X,X',0 *s called the iwo-partidecorrelation function. 

SA THE VLftSOV EQUATION 

Substitution of (8.7) into (8.8) leads to 

«i/i(X,0+V x-IKpC,O/i(X,0]--Vx-J'K' I*(X»X'* l)/i(X,O/i(X',l) 

VX. f dX'HX,X\t)gt{X,X\t) 
18-8) 

ir ffj is neglected, this becomes the VJasov equation: 

a*/l(X,«) + V X • IK(X,I)/I(X,1J| - ~V X • J«'L(X.X'.*)/.(X,<)/,<X',t) 
(8.9) 

The interpretation of the left-hand aide of this equation should be familiar by 
now, It describee the so-called "free-streaming" or evolution of the single particle 
distribution due to the direct action of external fields. In electron rings It alio 
includes the radiation damping effects. Exactly the same terma appeared earlier 
in the Fokker-Planck equation* 

The term on the right-hand aide is new and Is known as the Vfasov or seit-
earvsistent field term. It describes the additional evolution of /i(X,«) due to 
the average field of all the particfes in the system acting back on theffitelva*. 
The (strength of this field depends on /i(X,<) itself with the result that (8.0) 
is second-order in the stogie-particle distribution function. The I* appearlni 
in the integral ensures that the particles at position X' act on the particles at 
X with the appropriate strength according to the two-particle coupling term 
which appeared in the many-body Hamlltonian or the equivalent equations of 
motion (8.1). 

Making at it this way, it m&y appear that this is mil one has to include. 
However we must not forget that the Vlasov equation only includes the force 
acting on the average valve, /j(X,t) of the particle distribution at X duo to 
the average value /i(X',f) of the distribution function tit. £'. Ih representing 
the dynamics by the Vlasov equation one completely neglects the possibility 
that the presence of a particle at X may bo correlated with the presence (or 
absence) of a particle at X'. For example we know that when two particles 
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approach sufficiently closely a two-body scattering event will occur. Such effects 
introduce correlations between the phase space coordinates or pain of particles 
and are precisely those which we neglected in dropping the last term of (8,8). 

From this, and from the fact that there is no difficulty m incorporating 
radiation damping into it, it should he clear that the Vlaaov equation Is hoth 
physically and logically distinct front Lioimlle's theorem. It should also be 
clear thut, had we carried along the noise terms from (8,1), we should by now 
have an equation containing both the Vlasov self-consbteat Setd and the Fokker-
Planck diffusion terms to describe quantum fluctuations. Fortunately, it is rarely 
necessary to attempt to solve this combined equation since the characteristic 
rise or damping time scales of the instabilities described by the Vlasov term are 
generally GO much shorter than the radiation damping times that the phenomena 
can be treated separately. Indeed the starting point of instability theory is often 
to assume that a stationary distribution has been established by the radiation 
effects and then to examine how the growth or decay rates of small perturbations 
of this equilibrium are influenced by the collective forces. 

In plasma physics, the Vlasov equation describes the collective Coulomb 
interaction of a charged plasma with itself and much of that subject Is devoted 
to the analysis of the consequences of this interaction. In accelerator physics, on 
the other hand, the Vtasov equation appears mainly in the context of single-beam 
collective effects where the dominant interaction force arises not from the direct 
Coulomb (or "snace-charge"} forces but from the electromagnetic interaction of 
the beam with itself via its environment. This makes it much harder to write 
down an explicit expression for the Interaction operator I», This now depends 
on the solutions of Maxwell's equations for an arbitrary charge distribution 
traversing the various structures (RF cavities, separator tanks, vacuum chamber 
non-uniformities, tic) which compose the beam's environment. 

In practice the interaction operator la represented either in terms of wake 
flefds (or potentials) or, when one works in a Fourier representation ("frequency 
domain"), in terms of impedances. Further discussion of this topic ' Is beyond 
the scope of these lectures 

8.5 CORRELATION EFFECTS AND BBGKV HIERARCHY 

Going beyond the Viasov approximation of neglecting the correlations among 
particles, one can derive the second equation of the BBGKY hierarchy which 
would dwscribe the evolution of s»fX.X\t) in terms of the three-particle corre
lation function o»{X,X',X") and so on. Clearly some means has to be found 
to truncate the infinite chain of coupled equations. One approach, pioneered by 
Bogolltibovf* Is to express the higher order correlations as fun«tionals of the 
lower nrder ones. Thus, for example, one can try to express the two-partlclc 
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correlation function aa a functional of the one-particle distribution function: 

ffi(X,X',t) = Gj/ijX.X',*]. (6.10) 

This ansate is known as Bogoliubov's synchronisation hypothesis. It assumes 
that, on the Bhort time scale during which the direct pair Interaction taxes place, 
one may reasonably approximate the collision integral in (8.8) in terms of / i ; in 
this way it becomes a closed equation for f\: 

<»,/ 1 (X,0+VxlK(X,i) / , (X t t)) = 

- V x | d X , L ( X , X ' , t ) / 1 ( X , t ) / 1 ( X \ t ) 

Vluov terra 
(8.11) 

-vxydx'L{x,x',t)G(/,(x,o,/i(x\t)) 
coltilioa term 

In the kinetic theory of dilute gases , , B B it is reasonable to keep only those 
terms which are of first order in the density. Then the Vlasov term vanishes and 
(8.11) becomes the famous kinetic equation of floltsmann. For the case of weak-
coupling or, equivalently, in the small-angle scattering approximation, it reduces 
to the Landau equation 4 1'" (sometimes known as the Fokker-Planck equation— 
see Section 2). In plasma theory, one can include frequency-dependent dielectric 
screening of the Coulomb interaction through the plasma dielectric fun- :ion 
and obtain the Ba/escu-Lenard-Gtiernsoy equation. ' This also reduces to the 
Landau equation (with static Debye screening) in the low frequency limit. 

In the context of particle accelerator theory, it should be possible to derive 
kinetic equations analogous to Boltzmann's which would describe the intra-hcam 
scattering effect. To the writer's knowledge, this theoretical program has yet 
to be carried th ->ugh although alternative theories of intra-beam scattering are 
available."'89 For electron storage rings at low energy (where this effect Is im
portant) it may be necessary to include terms of the Fokker-Planck type In the 
same equation in Order to describe the radiation effects. The equilibrium emit-
tonces will be determined by a balance between radiation damping, quantum 
fluctuations and blow-up due to intra-bcam scattering. In proton rings above 
transition energy there is an inexorable blow-up which can only be countered 
by stochastic cooling. 
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